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ABSTRACT

Design and Evaluation of a Personal
Responsibility Training Program
(May 1978)

Robert M. Anderson, B.S., Boston State College
M Ed
University of Massachusetts
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
•

Directed by:

.

Dr. Robert J. Miltz

This dissertation is a study of the design and evalua-

'

tion of a Personal Responsibility Training Program for high
school students, and the design and evaluation of a true/
false questionnaire designed to measure a student's per-

ceived level of personal responsibility.
The major purposes of the study were:

1.

To determine

if a two week Personal Responsibility Training Program given
to one half of the members of a social studies class would

affect indices of effective self-management (i.e. grades and
attendance) of those students.

To determine if the scores

2.

of a true/false questionnaire designed to measure a student's

perceived level of personal responsibility would correlate
closely with the same students level of personal responsibility as determined by a second method whose validity and re-

liability have been established.

3*

To combine and incor-

and
porate the results of the empirical aspects of the study

the phenomenological experience of the researcher.

training
The design included a personal responsibility

freshman
program that was administered to one half of a
IV

social studies class in the spring of 1977 at Falmouth High
^

cnool

,

r

almouth, Massachusetts.

The training was two weeks

in length and was given mid-way through a one-half year social

studies class.

One half of the class participated in the

training and the other half served as a control group.
A second aspect of the study was the design and evalua-

tion of a seventy item true/false questionnaire designed to

measure a student's perceived level of personal responsibility.
Both the personal responsibility training and the ques-

tionnaire were based on a system of assessing levels of personal responsibility developed by Dr. Robert Genthner of

Eastern Kentucky University.
The study found that the personal responsibility

training did not affect the selected indices of effective
self-management of the trained students.

A second finding

was that the questionnaire was not a useful measure of a

student’s perceived level of personal responsibility.
The major conclusion of the study was that the context
(i.e.

the Gestalt or environment of meaning) in which the

researcher functioned worked against the purposes of the personal responsibility training.

The context which is created

by the researcher's unconscious and unexamined beliefs about

students (e.g that students are fundamentally irresponsible
and incomplete human beings) was more influential than the

content of the training.
v

The study further concluded that what would make a

major difference in what happens in schools is for individual educators to have the experience of being the source
of and responsible for the context in which they work.

vi

This Dissertation is

Dedicated to
Us
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Problem Statement
Schools have for years concerned themselves with

facilitating the process of students becoming responsible
What is responsibility?

adults.

measured?

How is it defined and

This dissertation is an effort to examine these

questions

How do people learn to be responsible?

Before we exa-

mine that question, we must ask how do people learn anything?

After years of experience, educators are still concerned with questions about the process and products of
learning, e.g.

occur?

What is learning?

How and when does it

And what is worth learning?

Humanistic educators define learning as change in or
discovery of the personal meaning of experience, Combs
et al 1
.

Carl Rogers speaks of meaningful learning.
Let me define a bit more precisely the
elements which are involved in such
significant or experiential learning.
It has the quality of personal involvement -- the v/h ole person in both his
feeling and cognitive aspects being in
Its essence
the learning event
When such learning taxes
is meaning.
place, the element of meaning is built
in to the whole experience
_

an
Many elements contribute to the personal meaning

experience will have for a person,

e

.

g.

her environment,

3

2

her past experience, her purposes, and most important
her
self-concept.
Oj.

How we view ourselves is a crucial determinant

our experience and consequently, our behavior.

Combs

et al say

The most important single factor affecting behavior is the self-concept. What people do
at every moment of their lives is a product
of how they see themselves and the situations they are in. While situations may
change moment to moment or place to place,
the beliefs people have about themselves are
always present factors in determining their
behavior
.

Learning is change in or discovery of the 'personal
meaning' of our experience, and our self-concept is both a

product and producer of that experience

.

How and what we

experience (and therefore learn) is significantly affected
by our self-concept.

Combs et al ^ stress

the selective

effect of the self-concept on what an individual does or
does not perceive; he says perception tends to be consistent

with our existing concept of self.

An important component of a person's self-concept
her level of personal responsibility.

is

The degree to which

a person understands herself as the creator rather than the

victim cf her own experience, indicates her level of personal
responsibility.

The existential position as presented by

philosophers such as S-artre 5 in his essay on Freedom and

Responsibility posits that because each human being creates
the meaning of her experience,

for her own life.

she is totally responsible

A person's perceived level of personal

3

responsibility significantly affects
her perceptions and
consequently her learning and behavior.
Increasing levels of personal responsibility
on the
part of clients and learners is a goal
shared by

counselors

and educators alike.

Fritz Perls^ when writing about Gestalt

therapy often mentions the need for the individual
to assume
responsibility for her life. Rogers? speaks of a
person's

increasing ability to assume a greater degree of responsibility for her life during successful client-centered
therapy.

Thus

.far

it has been said that:

learning is the dis-

covery of personal meaning; self-concept is a significant
product and producer of meaningful experience; level of
a

personal responsibility is an important element of selfconcept; and increased levels of personal responsibility
are goals of learning

a.nd

personal growth.

Responsibility can be learned experientially and conceptually.

Experience needs to be understood and under-

standing needs to be experienced for complete and meaningful
learning to occur.

Both elements (understanding and experi-

ence) need to be present for a complete and congruent develop-

ment of a personally responsible philosophy.
The need to experience responsibility is widely recognized.

Combs et al.

0

.

4

One of the current ills of our public
schools is the reluctance of teachers
and administrators to let children live
with the products of their behavior and
misbehavior
Responsibility is learned
from being given responsibilities.
It is
never learned from having them withhold.
Like any other subject it is learned from
being given the opportunity to take the
consequences of one's acts in an atmosphere of safety. People can not learn to
be responsible if no one lets them have
any responsibility.

What is needed is a conceptual framework for personal

responsibility to complement the experiential efforts of
educators.

It is necessary for teachers and learners alike

to have an operational definition of personal responsibility
to facilitate the fullest possible understanding of experi-

ence if responsibility is to become more than a vagqe and

widely used exhortation.

The concept of personal responsi-

bility must be addressed directly, operationally defined
and removed from the arena of "moral" slogans if it is to

become useful and meaningful.

This study represents a limited step in the direction
of making personal responsibility a viable educational

concept
Purpose
The purpose of this study will be to design and evaluate
school
a personal responsibility training program for high

students.

The program will be administered to one hall of

Falmouth High School,
a freshman social studies class at

5

Falmouth, Massachusetts.

The training program will be

based on "A Manual for Rating Levels of Personal Responsibility" by Dr. Robert Genthner.

Genthner has operationally defined personal responsibility and developed an assessment system for rating verbal
behavior.

Genthner'

s

system has five levels which are

briefly defined below.
Level

1 -

At this lowest level a person takes almost

no responsibility for her life.

She has apparently surrender-

ed to what she perceives as overwhelming forces in her life.

Level

2

-

At this level a person is also externalizing

the forces in her life, but she has not surrendered to them.

She fights back through depersonalized anger and blaming.

Level 3

-

At this level a person exhibits a partial

commitment to personal responsibility.

She blames others

as often as she looks to herself for the cause of her prob-

lems

.

Level 4

-

At this level the individual voices total

responsibility for her life.

Her limitation is that she has

not committed herself to an action plan to solve her problems.

Level 5
her life.

-

The individual takes total responsibility for

She acts responsibly in solving her life problems,

9
and she fully accepts the consequences of her behavior.

The training program will include presentation and diselecussion of theoretical materials, values clarification

ments, student journals, and the use of audio-visual

.

.
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materials
xhe personal responsibility training will be
an important element of a social studies class whose
overall struc-

ture is intended to support and encourage responsible
parti-

cipation by students.
A second purpose of the study is the design and evalua-

tion oi questionnaires to be used in determining a student's

perceived level of personal responsibility.
Specifically, the study will test the following two

hypotheses
1)

A Fersonal Responsibility Training Program adminis-

tered to students in a high school social studies class will
not affect indices of effective student self-management in
that class.
2)

High school students' levels of personal responsi-

bility as measured by a true-false questionnaire will not
correlate positively with the same students' levels of personal responsibility as measure by an interview technique
whose reliability and validity have already been established.

Another purpose of this study will be to include and
examine both the empirical and phenomenological approaches
to learning.

To accomplish this the researcher will analyze

both the empirical data and his own subjective experience
of the research.

The researcher will look to himself as

the source of meaning that is given the empirical results.

7

Significance
The first area of this study involves the development of
a Personal Responsibility Training Program.

Parents and educators have for years stressed the need for

children to become more responsible as they approach adulthood.
Most efforts by teachers and schools to develop responsibility
in children have been incomplete.

These efforts usually have

an experiential component (increasing the child's level of

autonomy and/or obligation), but have lacked a thorough conceptual understanding of personal responsibility necessary for
a systematic approach.

Without a clear and workable conceptual

framework, attempts at development of personal responsibility
in children will be sporadic and haphazard.

The "levels of responsibility" paradigm provides a clear
and useable criteria for understanding and assessing behavior

by teachers and students alike.

This paradigm provides the basis

for the organization of a personal responsibility training pro-

gram for high school students.

The Personal Responsibility

Training Program offers the opportunity to begin development
of a systematic approach to understanding and teaching personal

responsibility in schools.
is
In a systematic human development training program, ic

of
important to have available the means of assessing level

development and degree of change.

The second area of this

questionstudy is the design and evaluation of a true-ialse

responsibility.
naire intended to assess levels of personal

8

of high school students.
The questionnaire offers the possibility of
an instu-

ment that is not only valid and reliable but is
easy to

administer and score.
The training program and the questionnaire have strong

potential to have significant impact by making possible a
manageable and systematic approach to assessing and teaching

personal responsibility in schools.

Definition of Term

.

For purpose of this study persons are personally respon sible to the extent that they perceive themselves as the

source of their own experience, specifically, to the degree
to which persons see themselves as the cause and solution to

their life problems.

Experimental Procedures
The subject will be a freshman social studies orienta-

tion class with approximately twenty students.

The class

will be structured in a manner which supports and encourages
This environment

responsible self -management by students.
will be created in the following ways:

Use of reflective

thinking and a problem solving focus; self-evaluation (including grades) by students; teacher encouragement of thoughtful,
independent and responsible participation.

Problem Solving and Reflective Thinking -- Using the
10 the students will
format developed by Hunt and Metcalf,

.

9

identify issues in social studies which are
problematic for
them; they will then clarify and define their
position
in

the form of a hypothesis; gather evidence; weigh
the evidence

and draw the conclusion.

This format develops a curriculum

by drawing out students; it uses their interests, attitudes,
beliefs, values, research, and thinking instead of simply

adding information to them.

It is hoped that this "student

centered" approach will encourage student interest and participation.

Self-evaluation -- There will be no tests, all grades
will be based on an evaluation of the student's written and

verbal work.
themselves.

Students will evaluate their own work and grade
The teacher will have to approve the student's

grade and the class and teacher together will determine some

mechanism for appeal if the teacher and student are unable
to resolve differences regarding a grade.

Criteria for

grades will be developed by the students and the teacher.

Teacher Encouragement -- The teachers' attitudes, values,
beliefs, and style of teaching are a Gestalt and therefore

difficult to define atomistically
ments are:

.

Some significant ele-

belief in the worth of each student and respect

for that students' beliefs and values; valuing thinking,

exploring and experimenting more than getting the "right
answers"

.

10

P.

6-8 Weeks
S.S. Class

R.

Training

-O
Placebo
2 Weeks of
P.R. Training
for
the class

—0 —

—0—

{)

8-10 Weeks S.S.
Class

The entire class would be taught for a period of 6 to

weeks in the manner described previously.

8

The class would

then be randomly divided into two groups which would meet on
alternate days with the primary teacher.

The group that was

not working with the primary teacher on any given day would

meet as a group to work on an assignment given them; they

would be supervised by a secondary teacher.

Group A would

receive the personal responsibility training during a two
week period.

Group B would work on high interest material

designed to improve cognitive skills during the same two
weeks
The two groups would be united after two weeks and con-

tinue the established social studies work.

Because the two groups will be reunited after the two

week training period, the teacher will have to monitor and
minimize the possible effects of contamination.

Students

will not be encouraged to discuss the specifics of the two

week training in class.

It is the expectation of the study

communication
that although there will inevitably be some
training, contaamong the two groups regarding the two week

I

11

mination will be minimal.

The reasons are, one, finding

out about the personal responsibility training is not simi-

lar to taking the training, and second, students will not

know about the research design and the relationship between
the training and the measured indices of effective self-

management

.

Throughout the entire semester indices of effective
student self -management will be recorded by the teacher, e.g.
attendance; evidence of participation, written and verbal;

completed assignments and grades.

The teacher will also
i

record more subjective evidence such as student attitudes
and class behavior.

The data from the first six to eight

weeks will be used to establish whether the two groups may
be validly compared.

The data gathered during the final

eight to ten weeks will be analyzed to determine if the personal responsibility training will affect the indices of

effective self-management of the trained group.
A second research topic will be an attempt to develop
a true-false questionnaire which will accurately measure a

high school student's overall level of personal responsibility.

This will be done by developing a 70 item questionnaire
and administering it

to.

a group of high school students,

then scoring it and comparing the scores with

'che

student

o

interlevel of personal responsibility as measured by a taped

view.

This involves taping an interview with a student who

12

is encouraged to discuss a current problem in her
life.

The

taped interviews are then rated for level of personal respon-

sibility by at least two trained raters.

The validity and

reliability of this method has already been established by
research. 11

The scores of the taped interviews would be

compared with the scores of the questionnaire.

Experiential Procedures
On this level the researcher sees himself as the source
of meaning of the research.

In effect, he attends to his
t

own experience (i.e. thoughts, feelings, body sensations,
attitudes, points of view, etc.) of the study as a valuable

source of learning.

This second level of research does not

change the mechanical application of the research procedures
just described, but rather represents a deliberate choice on

the part of researcher to attend to and value his own experi-

ence as a significant source of learning.

This second level of research will significantly affect
two areas of the research report, the second and fourth

chapters.
ture.

The second chapter is the review of the litera-

This second chapter is often limited to a review of

the research literature with direct bearing on the study

being completed.

This writer has chosen to considerably

broaden the scope of the literature chpater in chis report
for the following reasons:

The first reason is the research-

for the
er felt that to maximize his potential as a context

13

meaning of the data, he needed to familiarize himself
with
the major philosophical and psychological "schools" of

thought bearing on the concept of human beings as free and

responsible

.

The writer in effect needed to create within

himself a philosophical and psychological context to contain
his experience of the research.

The second reason this ex-

panded chapter is included is to allow the reader to be
aware of and create a similar context for himself, a context
to contain his experience of the report of the study.

The choice of which philosophical material is relevant
i

to creating that context represents a value statement on the

part of the researcher.
The fourth chapter is the other area of this report de-

signed to deal with the researcher's phenomenological perspective.

This chapter is intended to be contrasted with Chap-

ter III, which is an objective description of the research.

The fourth chapter is a discussion of the researcher's internal,

subjective experience of the study.
These research and writing procedures clearly represent

for the writer a value statement to the effect that too much

emphasis has been directed towards making education "scientific" and too little recognition granted to the notion that

ultimately,

in human endeavor, the individual human experi-

ence is what makes scientific data meaningful.

Most dissei-

"scientations in their design represent a commitment to the
the
tific" point of view, with little acknowledgement that

14

scientific method" is an epistemological "values" choice.
This study represents an attempt to clarify (Chapter II)
those epistemological positions and include both.

Assumptions and Limitations
Assumptions
1.

.

The writer assumes an existential/humanistic pers-

pective (a fuller explanation of this perspective is presented
in Chapter II) regarding human experience especially in the

areas of human growth and development.
i

2.

The writer assumes the respondents to the personal

responsibility questionnaire answered the questions honestly
and candidly.

Limita ti ons

.

The writer acknowledges that his choice of the existen-

tial/humanistic perspective represents a "value" choice and
could be viewed as a limitation.

It certainly represents a

bias and xhe writer has axtempted to be aware of, acknowledge and account for this bias throughout the study.

Design factors created specific experimental limitations
on this study.

The major limitations are as follows.

The Questionnaire

1.

.

restricted
The limited number of respondents (28)

of the questionnaire
the possible statistical manipulation

.

15
2.

data.

Since the questionnaire is a ’feelf-report" instrument,
the responses may have been more positive than warranted.

There may have been a "halo" effect in the self-perceptions.
The Personal Responsibility Training Program.
1.

The age ol the students in the training program --

This program was administered to freshman and it is possible
that it could have been received differently by older students,

especially seniors who are faced with the choices inherent in
«

the end of compulsory schooling.
2.

The length of the training --

involved in

a.

The students were

nine session training program.

It is possible

that a longer, more thorough program would have had different

effects
3.

Trainer and training effectiveness --

Only one

trainer and one training design were used, and it is possible
that

a

more effective trainer and/or a more effective train-

ing design would have had different outcomes.
4.

Class atmosphere --

Most teachers will acknowledge

that classes develop their own unique atmosphere or Gestalt
and that it effects the nature of what is taught and learned
in that class.
5.

Compulsory training --

The students did not volun-

teer to participate in the training.

It was woven into the

fabric of an existing required social studies course.

16

Compulsory versus voluntary participation could affect the

training outcomes.
6.

School training --

The training was administered in

and by the local high school and the existing "set" of responses to the school and school activities could have influenced
the outcomes of the training.

Given the limited scope and uncontrolled variables of
this study, any conclusions must be tentative and interpreted

cautiously.

Organization of Report
4

Chapter

I

includes an introduction to the problem and

an outline of the procedures used to study it.

Chapter II includes both a review of the related research
literature and a review of the relevant philosophical and

psychological writings.
Chapter III contains a description of the actual research
and an analysis of the resultant data.

Chapter IV contains a narrative description of the
writer's phenomonological perspective of the research.

Chapter V contains the summary and conclusions of the
study,

for
as well as its implications and recommendations

further research.

.

.

,
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CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction

-

Philosophical Review

People have a philosophy.

Human values, goals, morals, all

culture, in fact, rest on basic assumptions about the struc-

ture and purpose of the universe and man's place in it.

All

of society’s institutions, including government, business,

religion, schools, etc. are informed by a variety of beliefs

about the fundamental nature of human beings.

Many of these

philosophical assumptions are conflicting and remain unexamined by those possessing them.
It is the purpose of this chapter to review the major

philosophical and psychological systems about one of the
most fundamental philosophical questions of human kind.

human beings free or determined?
Can they make real choices?
mined,

Are

Do people have free will?

Or is all human experience deter-

caused by inherited and environmental influences?

The

wav in which these questions are answered by individuals,
'“•j

institutions and society at large influences the quality and

direction of human experience.
his bias in writing
The writer wishes to acknowledge
*
this review section.

This writer assumes an existential/

humanistic view of human experience.

This perspective is

empirical sense, but
assumed net because it is true in any
with the writer's
because this perspective is consistent

purposes and experience.

19

This writer assumes that human beings are the source of
all philosophical systems and are not merely responsible to
them, but rather man is responsible for them.

The reader should keep in mind that the following review
is not intended to be an objective summary of two philosophies

and psychologies discussed, rather it is intended to answer
the question, what is the relationship between the major

philosophies and psychologies and the concept of human freedom
and responsibility.

Immediately following is a review of the deterministic
and existential schools of thought.

These two philosophical

systems illuminate the basic philosophical opposing points of

view regarding the existence of human freedom and responsibility.

Determinism and Freedom and Responsibility

Determinism broadly defined is the position that everything that happens is the result of prior causes, and given a

particular set of circumstances, only what did happen could
have happened.

Everything is an effect of prior causes, and

causes.
those prior causes are the effect of even earlier

reaction in
The universe is conceived of as a complex chain
before it and
which every event is the effect of what went
the cause of what comes after it.
science
Determinism is the foundation upon which modern

has built.

strides in
The physical sciences have made great

20

the last two hundred years in building a substantial body
of

knowledge

.

Physics has become the premier science and accu-

mulated a significant body of knowledge by adherence to the

deterministic principles of cause and effect.
The deterministic perspective was established as important in the life sciences largely through the work of

Charles Darwin

1
.

Darwin developed the theory of evolution

which posited that changes in living creatures could be explained as long term adaptations to their environment.

The

environment acted as a stimulus, and changes in living creatures
would be understood as responses to that stimulus.

Changes

that had survival value were perpetuated and reinforced by
the creatures high survival rate, and changes that had little
or even negative survival value were extinguished by that

creatures low survival rate.

Darwin's theory posited living

creatures taking their place in the universal cause and effect
chain.

All changes in living species could be seen as adap-

tive responses to the environmental stimuli.

Deterministic thinking has had a profound and fundamental influence on the way in which modern man understands

Clarence Darrow, the famous trial

himself and his world.

lawyer, used the concept of social Darwinism with great suc-

cess in the courtroom

2
.

Social Darwinism posits that not

only physical changes are an adaptation to the environment,
adaptations
but that personality and behavior are social
the environment.

to

Darrow argued that given a person’s genetic
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endowment and the pressures of his environment, he
adapts in
the only possible way, hence a man is shaped
by his heredity
and environment and is not responsible for what he
becomes

or

what he does.

Darrow saved the perpertrators of some heinous

crime o from execution with this line of reasoning.

Determinism when applied to the human mind is known as
psychologic al determinism

.

Many thinkers have debated whether

the mind is subject to the same deterministic principles as

the physical universe seems to be.

Almost all modern thinkers

make some distinction between the mind and the body.

Most

philosophers reject Descartes idea that the mind and body are
entirely different substances having totally different properties. 3

Most thinkers do however make distinctions between

the mental and the physical.

The body of thought that posits

a deterministic understanding of the mind is known as psycho-

logical determinism.

These thinkers apply the cause and ef-

fect theory used to understand the physical universe to the

study of human beings.

Of special interest here is the rela-

tionship bet ween man's mind and his behavior.

Psychological determinism presents some difficult problems for philosophers, especially in the realm of morality.

Morality is based on bcth the concept of duality and the concept of freedom.

The duality is between good and evil or

right and wrong, and the freedom is man's freedom to choose
one or the other.

If strict deterministic theory is correct

and all things, including man’s behavior, are caused by ante-
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cedents and therefore, all events are limited to one possible
outcome

,

then concepts of human morality and responsibility

are meaningless.

All the ethics, laws, rewards, and punish-

ments of society would be based on false belief.

The process

of judgment -- moral, legal or otherwise has validity only if
it is possible for men to do other than what they did in any

given instance.
Some philosophers, most notably Descartes, have advanced
a theory of indeterminism which is the opposite of determinism.^

Descartes claimed that the mind was totally undetermined; that
man's choices were not influenced or modified in any way.
point of view poses more problems than its opposite.

This

What

philosophers have searched for is a theory that includes the
idea of causality and at the same time preserves the notion of

human freedom.
Thomas Hobbes attempted to reconciliate the notions of
causality and human freedom by saying that a behavior was free
if it was caused by an inner event such as motive, choice,

desire, etc. -5

Many philosophers, including contemporary

thinkers, have advocated some version of this inteinal versus

external cause notion to solve the problem of causality and
freedom.

Their basic position is that man is acting freely

originates
when his behavior is a response to a stimulus that

from within himself.

His action is unfree if his behavior is

caused by forces outside of himself.

This solution, as we

it solves.
will see, creates as many problems as
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John Locke also makes a distinction between the mind and
the body and believed that changes in man's body were caused

by the mind.^

He argues that nothing in the mind is uncaused

and does not have to be to preserve the concept of man as free.

Locke argued that a man was acting freely whenever he acted
in accordance with the preferences of his mind.

He claimed it

was a mistake to link the notion of man’s freedom with man's
will.

A man's will is neither free or determined; it is the

man that is free, not his will.
David Hume's position was similar to that of Locke's.
He also felt the problem was to be resolved by defining the
7
concepts of freedom and causality correctly.

Hume thought

that free action was action that sprung from the motives of
the person, and as long as he was acting consistently with

his motives, he was acting freely.

both caused and free.

In this way behavior is

It is caused by a man's motives or de-

sires, and it is free because those motives or desires spring

from a man who is a free being.
This notion of freedom advanced by Locke, Hume et al
has been received with a great deal of skepticism and doubt

because it seems to define freedom in a technical and supeificial way.

For a person to be responsible for his actions,

more than act
the situation demands that he be able to do

according to his motives or preferences.

To be free and

ways in the
responsible one must be able to act in different
same situation,

motives.
i.e. with the same preferences and

.
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The hypothetical freedom of Hume was
contrasted by the idea

absolute or categorical freedom as defined by
Immanuel Kant.
Ought implies can" was Kant's dictum. ^ When we
say men ought

ol

to do something, we imply that they can do that
something.

This implies real choice; it means more than a man ought
to
do something if it is consistent with his motives.
^

It means

if morality and responsibility are to have any validity)

that man must be capable of choosing the right course of action
no matter what his preferences or motives are.

If man is only

free to choose to act in accordance with his preferences and

motives, how free is he?

Are not motives and preferences

genetically and environmentally determined?
'William James made the distinction between hard and soft
o
7

.

determinism

.

Hard determinism holds that everything, inclu-

ding all of human behavior, is caused by prior events and,
therefore, no person is responsible for anything they think,
do or become.

Hard determinism is posited by a minority of

philosophers.

Hard determinism conflicts with one of the

fundamental assumptions underlying the concept of social contract.

i.e.

that men are responsible and accountable for their

actions
Soft determinists are people who like Locke, Hume and

Hobbes believe that men are in some way "self" determined.
Thomas Reid argued that free actions are those caused by a
free agent which he is not caused by anything else to per-

form 10
.

Reid claims this is why we define man as an agent,
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because he initiates action rather than
being acted upon.
He posits that man is a source of
action rather than merely
a link in a complex cause and effect
chain.
This still leaves
us with the problem of how can man be
a source?
Does this

mean there are no antecedents to whom man is or what
he does?
Reid further argued that determinism is inconsistent
with a

whole range of beliefs shared by all of mankind, e.g.
praise-

worthy or blameworthy acts, the concept of deliberation and
the pursuit of goals.

Reid asked

why believe a philosophy

that contradicts beliefs shared by all of mankind?
Soft determinism attempts to reconciliate two universally held beliefs.
second,

First, that all things are caused, and

that men have freedom of choice.

The soft determinists’

attempt to resolve the dilemma with the idea of "self" deter-

minism has created as many problems as it has solved, e.g.
What is a self?

Where does it come from and is it caused?

If it is caused, then we are right back into hard determinism.
If it is uncaused, we have serious problems.

Also, very few

philosophers or scientists are comfortable with the idea of
something being uncaused or the cause of its own changes.
Hobbes dictum states "Nothing taketh a beginning from itself".
This issue of "self" is today unresolved and the subject of

much dispute.

Attempts to define or describe the "self" form

the keystone of the philosophies and psychologies to be re-

viewed later on in this work.
In summary, it is clear that determinism, hard or soft,

.
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does not establish an adequate base upon which to build a

concept of man as a free and responsible participant in the
world.

For man to be responsible, he must be free to choose

and that choice must transcend the determining factors in his
life

Existentialism, Freedom and Responsibility
The philosophy that contrasts most clearly with deter-

minism is existentialism.

For the most part I will be con-

cerned with the existentialism of Jean-Paul Sartre as pre-

sented in his work, Being and Nothingness

.^ 1

Sartre built

on the earlier works of the German phenomenoligists

notably Edmund Husserl

1

o

,

most

13
and Martin Heidegger J and also on

14
the thought of Soren Kierkegaad.

.

The key to Sartres existentialism is his dictum "Exis-

tance precedes essence."

This is taken to mean that at his

most fundamental level, man is defined as the activity of

existing and his essence, i.e. his nature, self or personality is a result of the way he chooses to exist,

i.e. his

Existing consciously is the

mode of being-in-the-world.

activity of being in the world, of organizing brute matter,
including oneself into meaningful reality.

Soren Kierkegaad expressed concern for the place of

man in philosophical systems

.

For Kierkegaad a philoso-

individual's
phical system was an attempt to define the
there was a
existence within a conceptual framework in which

.

.
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logical connection between the parts and conceptual
matrix
for the whole universe

Kierkegaad argued that people who live out normal roles
in society understand themselves in terms of the
concepts

of

that cultural system.

The concept becomes primary and the

individual becomes secondary.

Kierkegaad argued that indivi-

duals precede and are fundamental to systems.

He claimed that

systems were necessarily inadequate attempts to explain what
arises in experience.
The phenomenologists like the existentialists start

their philosophical inquiry with the experience of the existing individual.

The phenomenologists are primarily concerned

with developing an epistimology
The existentialists such as Sartre built on themes

developed by the phenomenologists but shifted the focus to the
problems of man's will, freedom and responsibility.
To grasp Sartre's ontology we must keep in mind that he

views man fundamentally as a verb, not a noun.

something that is first and then does.

Man is not

Rather he is first

doing and what he is doing is creating who he is and what his
world is.

Consequently, he is responsible for the world.

Sartre does not mean that each man literally creates the
brute physical matter in the universe, but rather by his

conscious participation, i.e. being conscious in and of the

world (i.e. brute matter), he organizes brute matter into a

meaningful reality.
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Man

s

ground of being, the source from which he and
his

world arise is consciousness.

Consciousness cannot exist by

itself as a thing, but it is easy to forget this
because consciousness which is the ground of being of lived experience
must be represented by symbols (i.e. words) when we
think or

talk about "it".

Consciousness is a context which is mani-

fested through its contents.
is not a thing,

In other words, consciousness

but is the context for things and has no way

to manifest "itself" except through those things.

Consciousness comes into the world through man.
his source of lived experience.

It is

Because consciousness must

manifest "itself" through something we say it is intentional,
i.

e.

consciousness must always be conscious of something.

Let us use thinking as an example to illustrate this idea.

Thinking is always intentional.
something.

One always thinks about

Thinking always has an object and yet we would

not confuse the object of thought with thought itself.

When consciousness is turned on "itself", when it becomes the object of its intention, the person or self is created.

Man creates himself by being literally self-conscious-

ness.

Man actually creates himself (in the sense of ego or

personality) and is responsible for who and what he is.

When man's consciousness is focused on brute matter, that
brute matter is organized into a meaningful reality, a reality

which man creates and is responsible for.
essay on Freedom and Responsibility states:

Sartre in his
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The essential consequence of
our earlier
remarks is that man being condemned
to
-e free carries the weight
of the whole
world on his shoulders; he is responsible for the world and for
himself as a
way of being
toe are taking the word
responsibility" in its ordinary sense
as
consciousness (of) being the incontestable author of an event or of an
object." In this sense the responsibility
of the for-itself is overwhelming since
he is the one by whom it happens that
there is a world; since he is also the
one who makes himself by, then whatever may be the situation in which he
finds himself, the for-itself must
wholly assume this situation with its
peculiar coefficient of adversity,
even though it be unsupportable
He
must assume the situation with the
proud consciousness of being the author
of it, for the very worst disadvantages
or the worst threats which can endanger
my person have meaning only in and
through my project; and it is on the
ground of the engagement which I am
that they appear.
It is therefore
senseless to think of complaining
since nothing foreign has decided
what we feel, what we live or what we
Furthermore this absolute responare.
sibility is not resignation; it is
simply the logical requirement of the
consequences of our freedom. What
happens to me happens through me, and
I can neither affect myself with it
nor revolt against it nor resign myself to it. Moreover everything which
happens to me is mine."
.

.

Man is responsible because through his consciousness he
himcreates or provides a context for all things including
self.

Consciousness can be thought of as the fundamental

or ultimate context; the context of all contexts.
of this,

man
any description of consciousness (i.e.

Because
s

because it
fundamental aspect) is necessarily inadequate
it attempts to
must be contained in or held by that which

..
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describe.

Any attempt to describe or explain consciousness

becomes an object of man's consciousness and therefore
is

contained by or held within it.

Consciousness always has to

be more than or overflow any attempts to describe or
explain
it

Realizing that any attempt to describe or explain consciousness is necessarily inadequate and realizing that the
symbols (words, concepts, beliefs) are not the experience
(the actuality of consciousness),

is it possible to discuss

consciousness in a way that is not misleading?

I

believe it

is possible if we keep in mind that what we talk about is not

the experience itself, and at best, we can only point towards
it

If consciousness is the ground of being or context of
all reality, then it must lie outside of reality and all the

dimensions of reality, i.e. time, space and substance.

What

exists outside of reality has no substance, occupies no space
It is nothing or nothingness.

and does not exist in time.

Sartres' consciousness is constituted of nothingness.

It

is consciousness constituted of nothingness that is the ground

of being for all things to exist.

There are important implications in the negativity or

nothingness of consciousness.
things to exist.

It is nothingness that allows

Most physicists since jiinstein agree thau

the universe is full;

it has no truly empty space.

When we

merely
move through what we perceive to be empty space, we are

pushing aside what is there

(

e.g. radio, TV,

light waves, etc.)
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The universe is full

of,

as Sartre said,

a plenitude which man

organizes into a reality which has this thing,
that thing and
no thing at all. Man is able to do that because
of the noth-

ingness of his consciousness.
mus

u

In order to have a thing,

simultaneously have a no thing.

in terms of what they are not.

I

All things are defined

It would be impossible to de-

fine anything if it were not for the existence of something
else to compare or contrast it with.

If man is able to per-

ceive or experience the existence of a thing, he must simul-

taneously be able to perceive or experience the thing not
existing; he must be able to experience no thing or nothing.
It is this lived experience of nothingness that allows an

absolutely full universe to be organized in a meaningful

reality of separate things.

It is that reality which each

man is responsible for creating.
its literal sense,

The word create is used in

"to make something from nothing."

It is the negativity or nothingness of consciousness

that creates time.

sciousness.
be not time.
be now;

Time does not exist outside of man's con-

In a physical universe without man, there would
As Maurice Merleau-Ponty says, there would just

it would always be the present.

17

It is through the

negativity of his consciousness that man is able to simultaneously experience the nowness of the present and the not
nowness of the past (that which is not now, but was) and
future (that which is not now, but will be).
time.

Man creates

What would be a static, never ending "now" in the

.
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physical universe becomes a lived active phenomena by man's

ability to simultaneously experience now and "not now".

Now

or the present for man is the lived experience of the trans-

formation of the future into the past.

Man creates time as a

flow by his ability to experience where he is not in the flow
as well as experience where he is.

of time.

He creates the "flowness"

Man brings time into the world.

This negativity propels man into his future; he is

never simply being; he is always becoming, always moving
toward his potential but never reaching it.

This theme of

man doomed to forever seek without finding is familiar throughout literature.

Man's unending journey, his "becomingness" is

also the source of his existential freedom.

Man's life is

never finished, he is always creating it and in that continual

creation is the potential for transformation.

potential to transform his life at any moment.

Man has the
This is be-

cause consciousness is a continuous creative activity.

Con-

sciousness is the continual creation of a context of meaning
in which man holds the contents (i.e. his personality, rela-

tionships,

job,

etc.) of his life.

It is very difficult for

most people to make the radical shift from conceptualizing

man as a being (a noun) to conceptualizing man as becoming
(a verb),

but it is only through this shift that man becomes

free and responsible.

If man is a being then he is defined
,

his human
by his essence; he is defined and determined by

nature.

as the
It is only when man is seen fundamentally

.
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activity or experience of creative meaning-making
consciousness that he is free and responsible.
Because this activity
has no antecedents, nothing which comes before "it" and

determines "it", there always exists the potential for transformation.

Man at every moment has the potential to trans-

form the meaning of his life.

William Horosz in his recent book, The Crisis of
Responsibility argues that no philosophical systems including
,

existentialism support the notion of man as fully responsible
for his life xo

He argues that even existentialism falls

prey to the error of creating an understanding of man that

becomes larger than the man it purports to understand.

Existentialism also becomes a system of totality and
defines man's place within it. When this happens, Horosz
argues, man at best can be responsible to his life, but not for
it.

Once a philosophical system or definition of man's

existence is created that is larger than any one man, that

man can only be responsible to the way things are and not
responsible for the way things are.
Horosz sees man as fundamentally purposive, selfdirecting, i.e. man's most primitive activity is to be the

human orderer of experience, to be a model maker.

Man

s

way

of existing is to create models of existence and consequently
he is responsible not only to any model or system of totality

but for it as well.

Any system of totality that transcends

man and then places man within it has lost touch with its

f

s

.
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origins

Horosz further argues that man's purposeful participation in experience creates models, some of which invoke his

objectification and therefore see him as determined and other
models involve his sub jectif ication and therefore see him as
free.

Man is both free and determined depending on his choice

of model of participation.

When man experiences himself as

the source of his experience, then he is creating a model of

himself as subjective and free.

When he experiences himself

as an object in the world, then he is creating a model which

involves his objectification and he is subject to the laws of
cause and effect and is determined.
v/ork that

It is clear in Horosz'

man is not merely accountable to some larger system

of totality, some larger truth, but he is accountable

and

responsible for his models of existence, his models of parti-

cipation in his life.
Horosz has created a model of man as fully and truly

respnsible for his life; a model of man as accountable for
his life and accountable for his model of accountability.

Determinism and Existentialism Compared
This section will compare some deterministic and existential terms used to conceptualize reality

.

This examination

will serve to illuminate some of the essential differences

between these two philosophical approaches as legards human
freedom and responsibility.

.
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Cause vs. Effect

.

Determinists speak of cause and effect but except for a
first cause (which must be accounted for in some metaphysical

system), all else is effect.

All that is is the effect of

what came before it and caused it.

True, every effect be-

comes the cause of the effect that follows it, but it is
first and fundamentally an effect and then secondarily, cause.

We might say it comes into existence as an effect goes out as
a cause

Existentialists focus on cause.
his experience.

Man is the cause of all

Man causes or creates his world anew in every

moment through his consciousness.

This consciousness v/hich

is intentional (i.e. has an object) is the cause or source

of reality.
leading.

Actually to say man causes his world is mis-

It would be more accurate to say man is caused by

his "self" or "being".

Man is fundamentally the act of

causing manifesting as a person.

Accidental vs. Intentional

.

In the deterministic view of the world, all effects are
accidental.

They happen simply because what preceded them

left no other possibility.
al,

Nothing in our life is intention-

way posbut rather all things are happening in the only

is an illuIn a deterministic system purposefulness
go to college, I study
sion (e.g. I don't study hard so I can

sible.
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hard because that's the only thing
all that determines who
I

a.m

I

can do.

I

am and what

I

do.

The result of
The belief that

studying hard to go college is also determined, and

cannot believe otherwise.

I

All things and actions are contin-

gent on prior causes starting long before

I

was born.)

existential thinking intentionality is at the heart
of consciousness.

It is the intentionality of consciousness

that gives it its transcendent nature.

sciousness of something.

Consciousness is con-

It is creative,

a context of lived

awareness from which objects emerge or manifest.

When we say

consciousness intends its objects, we don't mean it merely

perceives brute matter, but rather it organizes brute matter

Reality is always a result of our

into a meaningful reality.
intention; and, therefore

,

we are responsible for reality.

Explanation vs. Description

.

In the d eterministic system we seek explanation which is

always accomplished by reduction.
its basic elements.

A thing is broken down to

Mankind is explained by reducing him to

his elements or component parts.

Because science always in-

vestigates through measurement, quality in science is expiessed in terms of quantity.

All explanation or understanding in

science must be quantifiable.

All systems of measurement de-

pend on fundamental unproven assumptions which are believed

because they seem true in experience.

All truths about space,

expeiience. 19
time and substance arise fundamentally from our
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In the exist ential system our experience is caused
by

our way of being conscious of the world and our consciousness
is not subject to explanation by reduction.

In fact,

it is

not subject to explanation at all, but rather to our inade-

quate attempts to describe it.

Our attempts at conceptuali-

zation of consciousness are necessarily inadequate because
consciousness is the context with which and in which we hold
our attempts at description, and a context must overflow that

which is contained within it.
Because reality is ultimately our experience of reality

which is a function of our consciousness-of-the-world which
has no antecedents, it is not subject to explanation, but only
our partial attempts at description.

Things in the World vs. Being-in-the-World.
The deterministic system has a reality full of things

literally hitting up against each other, and man is one of the
things that is hit and hits.

All of the world can ultimately

be reduced and understood as atoms smashing against one

another.

Love, hate, dreams, values, personality, etc., are

concepts we give certain groupings of matter and energy

manifesting.
tic integrity.

Love, hate and the rest do not have any wholis-

They are merely the sum of our effort to

group a bunch of parts.
The exist entialistic system posits being-in-the-world
as a whole not reducible to parts.

Consciousness needs a

.
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world as the object of its intentionality,
and the world or
universe which would be plenitude or fullness
without consciousness needs consciousness to manifest as a
reality.

Consciousness, the context of reality, cannot be
reduced to
Ox

made a part of that reality for which it is the ground
of

being.

Decision vs. Choice
The deterministic system posits the process of decision.

In a decision process all the factors are considered.

The

positives are weighed against the negatives and the "side"
with the most weight determines the outcome of the decision.
The prevailing or weighted side is the cause of the decision
outcome.

It is in fact responsible for the decision outcome.

The existential system posits the process of choice.

The positive and negative factors are considered, taken into
account, and then a person freely chooses, a choice which has
no antecedents and is undetermined.

The choice might account

for all the positive and negative factors but is not caused

by those factors.

The person is responsible for his choices,

not because he makes his choices, but because he is made by
his choices.

He is his choices.

This brief section contrasting the language and concepts
of deterministic and existential thought will further clarify

those points of view and further point to existentialism as
the philosophy of freedom and responsibility.
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Introduction

-

Psychological Review

This section will review the three foremost systems of

thought in the field of psychology which are behavioral
theories, intrapsychic or Freudian theories and the existen-

tial or humansitic theories.

It should be remembered that

these systems do not fall easily into clearly distinct cate-

gories with obvious borders.
and borrow from each other.

The catagories often overlap

Within each system various

factions arise and separate from each other.

The purpose of

this section is to outline the broad themes of each of the
three major systems of psychology by establishing a relation-

ship between each school of thought and the question of man's

freedom and responsibility.
We will begin our review with behaviorism, the most

scientific of the psychologies and then proceed to examine

Freudian and humanistic theories.
Behaviorism. Freedom and Responsibility

Scientific method is the application of strict deter-

ministic principles to the study of the physical universe.
is
This study is based on the principle that all of reality

observation.
physical and therefore subject to measurement and
are a result
It is also based on the principle that actions

of and explainable by prior causes.

Newton's refusal to

order to
assign inner volition to inanimate objects in

.
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explain their actions was a breakthrough for
scientific
method
The proposition that human behavior can be fully
ex-

plained, understood and accounted by scientific method
is

known as behaviorism.

Building on earlier studies in classi

cal conditioning by Pavlov, Watson et al, B. F. Skinner has

become the most notable proponent of behaviorism.

In the

diagram and quote below, Skinner outlines the basic behavior
istic model of human behavior.

Figure

I

Hereditary and
environmental
conditions and

Behavior
(dependent variable)

events.
(independent variable)

We may represent the situation as in
Figure I.
Our organism emits the behavior, at the right.
To explain this,
we appeal to certain external, generally
observeable and possibly controllable
hereditary and environmental conditions
These are the
as indicated at the left.
independent variables of which behavior is
Both input
to be expressed as a function.
and output of such a system may be treated
within the accepted dimensional systems of
physics and biology. A complete set of
such relations would permit us to predict
and insofar as the independent variables
are under our control to modify or generate
behavior at will. It would also permit
us to "interpret" given instances of behavior by inferring plausible variables
u
of which we lack direct information.
The two central tenets of scientific method measure-
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ability and predictability are applied to a theory of human

behavior by behaviorists
on mass and movement.

.

First, measure ability which depends

Human beings have mass and they move

and everything they do can be accounted for by their mass and

movement, which, at least theoretically can be measured.
fact,

In

everything a person is is the sum of the movements of

his mass, e.g. a man falls in love with a woman, the behaviorists posit That being "in love" is only a term pointing to the

sum of behaviors arbitrarily grouped under the heading "being
in love."

His actions, feelings and thoughts are all reducible

to and explainable in terms of physical,

trical activity of the organism.

chemical and elec-

Love exists only to the

extent that this group of behaviors (i.e. responses) is

arbitrarily defined as love.
The second tenet of behaviorism is predictability.

It

is claimed that a particular cause has only one effect pos-

sible and that if the cause is replicated, then the effect

will be replicated.

only measureable
predictable.

,

This allows that human behavior is not

but it is also "lawful

and therefore

In fact learning for the behaviorist is ex-

pressed as mathematical probability, i.e. when we say a

person has learned something, we are saying there exists a

mathamaticai probability that a given stimulus will elicit
a given response.

theory by
This set of concepts is defined as learning

behaviorists, Leonard

P.

Ullmann and Leonard Krasner.
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They define the central elements of learning theory
as
first, the relationship between stimulus and
response.

There

is a functional relationship between environmental
stimulus

and subject response.

The elaboration and expansion of this

concept constitutes the heart of learning theory.

There are two basic and parallel kinds of learning.

The

first is classical or Paulovian conditioning in which a stimulus elicits a certain response.

In fact a stimulus that ini-

tially has no power to elicit a certain response may come to
acquire that power if it is associated with a stimulus that

already possesses the power to elicit that response, e.g.
the famous case of Pavlove's dogs who could be made to sali-

vate with the sound of a bell ringing after the bell ringing

sound became associated with the presentation of food.

The second kind of learning is operant conditioning in

which the subject must emit a response to the situation prior
to the environmental event (stimulus) that becomes associated

with it and alters its frequency of occurence in the future,
e.g., Skinner's pigeons pressing levers to get food.

That

which strengthens the connection of the response to the
stimulus is called reinforcement.

The pigeon receiving food

by pressing a lever, strengthens the connection between

response (pressing the lever) and stimulus (receiving food).
Also the pairing of conditioned and unconditioned stimulus is called reinforcement because any tendency for the

response to the conditioned stimulus is facilitated by the

.

.
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presence of the unconditioned stimulus and the response
to
it,

e.g.

ing

tosll

The probability that a dog will salivate when hear-

(conditioned stimulus) is increased (reinforced)

by associating the bell sound (conditioned stimulus) with the
sight of food (unconditioned stimulus).

Extinction occurs when the conditioned stimulus (bell
ringing) is continually introduced to the subject (the dog)

without the unconditioned stimulus (food).

The conditioned

response (salivating) gradually diminishes until it is no
longer elicited, i.e. becomes extinct.

When a response to one stimulus is acquired, it will be
elicited by a different stimulus if the second stimulus
closely resembles the first stimulus.
generalization.

This is known as

A subject will generalize (i.e. respond the

same) from one situation to another if the situations are

similar.

These are the basic elements of learning theory as

used by behaviorists

Humans "learn" responses to stimuli, i.e. they tend to
repeat responses which have positive outcomes for them.

Be-

haviorists define neurotic behavior simply as the continuation
to a given situation.

What kinds of behavior are appropriate,

adaptive vs. maladaptive, in given situations is defined by
the norms of society and its members as individuals.

inherent in the behavior.
bad,

positive or negative.

given stimulus

It is not

No behavior is in itself good or
It is merely a response to a

"

.
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Skinner is critical of other theories of human behavior
because they are both unscientific and inconsistent,
e.g.
Freud pointed to important relationships between the be-

havior of an adult and certain episodes in early childhood,
but he chose to bridge the very considerable gap between
cause and effect with activities or states of mental ap-

paratus.”

22

Almost all psychological theories attribute human behavior to causes, but refuse to see the causes as effects of
earlier causes, e.g.
is shy.

The girl refused to dance because she

It is as if shyness somehow was an entity that

existed by itself.

Many of these mental states or entities

are posited in attempts to explain behavior, e.g. instincts,

habits, values, goals, memories, personality, etc.

There is

often little acknowledgement that these mental entities are

arbitrarily given names to what is really a group of "learned
responses

.

One of the major goals of the behavioristic approach to
the study of human beings is development of the skills and

techniques necessary to modify behavior, i.e. change maladaptive behavior to adaptive behavior

.

Theodore Millon in dis-

cussing the behaviorisms approach to psychotherapy says,

Behavioral therapy consists of the
direct application of experimentally
derived principles of learning to the
treatment of pathological disorders.
The therapist does not seek to remove
the "underlying" causes of psychopathology, nor does he give the patient
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free rein to explore his attitudes
and feelings.
Instead, he arranges
a program of conditioning and extinction. in which the behavior patterns
he wishes to alter are specified, the
environmental elements which have reinforced the maladaptive behavior are
eliminated, and a series of new reinforcements are instituted in order to
condition new adaptive behaviors. 3

Hans Eysenck has posited the following concepts as the
key features of behavior therapy.

First, behavior therapy

is based on properly formulated theory that leads to deduc-

tions that can be tested.
of scientific method.

This of course is the cornerstone

The theory is derived from experimental

studies whose purpose is to test the theory derived from those

Behavior therapy considers symptoms as conditioned

studies.

responses that are unadaptive.

Adaptive or maladaptive be-

havior is defined solely by the values of society or any of
its individual members.

The behaviorist believes that symp-

toms are evidence of faulty learning and that symptomology
is determined by individual differences in conditionability

and autonomic liability as well as environmental circum-

stances

.

Behavior therapy is concerned with what is observeable
and testable.

The treatment of neurotic disorders is con-

cerned with habits existing at present.

treating the symptom itself.

Cures focus on

Unlike other therapies which

consider symptoms largely as indicators of some
problem, i.e. an inner mental state.

deeper

Behaviorists are
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unwilling to posit the existence of an invisible
inner mental
life.
Cures are established by extinguishing unadaptive
con-

ditioned responses and establishing desired conditioned
responses.

Interpretation of symptoms, causes and behavior is, if

not completely subjective and erroneous, at least, irrelevent.

Symptomatic treatment leads to permanent recovery provided
autonomic as well as skeletal surplus conditioned responses
are extinguished.

Finally, Eysenck states that personal relations while

useful under certain circumstances are not essential to the

treatment of neurotic disorders.

This point is in direct

disagreement with both intrapsychic and humanistic therapy,
where for a variety of reasons the relationship of the thera-

pist and patient is of crucial importance.
In summary,

it can be said that in behaviorism man is

viewed as an organism who can be fully understood as a system
of stimuli and responses.

This view of man is mechanistic

rather than wholistic and man is viewed at most as the sum of
his parts.

Of course in this deterministic, reductionistic

linear view of man, the concepts of freedom and responsibility
have absolutely no meaning, no validity and no applicability.
B.

F.

Skinner has serious doubts about the advisability

of giving up the benefits of scientific method to posit the

existence of entities such as values, goals, personality,
freedom, and responsibility in our attempts to develop a

body of theory about human behavior.

He writes,
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In abandoning the dimensional
systems ol physics and biology,
we abandon the techniques of
measurement which would otherwise be a natural heritage from
earlier achievements in other
sciences. _ This is possibly an
irreparable loss.
If we come
out flatly for the existence
of instincts, needs, memories,
and so on, on the one hand
and the mental processes and
functions of the personality
on the other, then we must
accept the responsibility of
devising methods of observing
these inner events and of discovering dimensional systems
according to which they can
be measured.
The loss of the
opportunity to measure and
manipulate in the manner
characteristic of the physical
sciences would be offset only
by some extraordinary advantage gained by turning to
inner states and conditions. ^
_

In his latest work, Beyond Freedom and Dignity

further develops his thesis of man as a responder.

Skinner

,

He sees

man as being a system which is at the effect of its reinforcement schedules, either environmental or genetic.

Skinner calls for us to become environmental engineers and
give up the notion of man as being an autonomous being.

An experimental analysis shifts
the determination of behavior
from autonomous man to the environment - an environment responsible both for the evolution
of the species and for the repertoire acquired by each member.
Early versions of environmentalism
were inadequate because they could
not explain how the environment
worked, and much seemed to be
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left for autonomous man to do.
But environmental contingencies
now take over functions one attributed to autonomous man, and
certain questions arise. Is man
then "abolished"? Certainly not
as a species or an an individual
achiever.
It is the autonomous
inner man who is abolished, and
that is a step forward.
But does
man not then become merely a
victim or passive observer of
what is happening to him? He is
indeed controlled by his environment, but we must remember that
is an environment largely of his
own making.
The evolution of a
culture is a gigantic exercise in
self-control.
It is often said
that a scientific view of man leads
to wounded vanity, a sense of hopelessness, and nostalgia.
But no
theory changes what it is a theory
about; man remains what he has
always been. And a new theory may
change what can be done with its
subject matter. A scientific
view of man offers exciting possibilities. We have not yet seen
what man can make of man. °

For the behav.iorist freedom and responsibility are beliefs, beliefs which hinder man from developing more useful

strategies for living which would be based on a scientific

view of man.
Psychoanalytic Theory; Freedom and Responsibility
In this section we continue our examination of the major

psychologies and their implications for a theory of man as
free and responsible.

In the following pages we will review

the work of Sigmund Freud.

As one moves away from the
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scientific focus of behaviorism towards intrapsychic
theories, it becomes difficult to present a systematic
treatment.

Freud de-emphased the systematic nature of his theories

and chose instead to accent their open-endedness.

He saw

psychoanalytic theory as unfinished, tentative and open to
constant revision. 27
.

.

Consequently not only has psycho-

analysis undergone continual modification, but it has also
split into various "schools" all which share some areas of

agreement and disagreement with Freud's work and with each
other.

In this section we will focus our attention to the

central elements of psychoanalytic theory as developed and

presented by Freud.
Because psychoanalytic method and theory both rely on

observed data, they can make some claim to be scientific.

pO

There are difficulties also with psychoanalysis as science.
First, although Freud posited psychic forces or drives with

varying amounts of energy, there has been no successful
method devised to quantify and measure these forces.

Second,

although psychoanalysis depends on observed data, it is data
that requires interpretation by the observer.

As a conse-

quence Freudian thought has been subject to many revisions and
splits into various "schools".

Today there is much disagree-

ment about the "meaning" of the phenomena observed in psycho-

analysis

.

This section will present an outline of the basic
prestructual and dynamic theories as presented by Freud and

"
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sent some discussion of the varying interpretations of
the

relationship between Freud's theories and the concept of
man's freedom and responsibility.
The definition of psychoanalysis as found in the
E ncyclopedia of Psychology is

"

Psychoanalysis

;

its founder

Freud defined this as a scientific discipline consisting (A)
of a method of research, the object of which is to bring
to light the unconscious meaning of words,

tal images.

(B)

actions and men-

of a psychotherapeutic method based on this

research and employing specific means of intervention such
as the interpretation of secret wishes and the resistance

which seeks to prevent their free expression: and (C) of a
system of psychological and psychopathological theories constructed on the data supplied by the method of interpreta-

tion or emerging during the treatment of patients.

It may

be said that psychoanalysis is the work of a single researcher,

its founder. 2 9
^
was a strict determinist.
.

Freud,

like the behaviorists

,

He sought causes for all human behavior.

.
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His research led

him to postulate the existence of mental processes as the
cause for most human behavior, especially neurotic behavior.

These mental processes have three components, the unconscious,
the preconscious and the conscious.

The uncon scious is a

repository of instinctual drives and v/ishes which fail into
two catagories,

sexual and aggressive.

These drives and

wishes are unknown to the individual possessing them.

The
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unconscious wishes and drives possess energy which seeks discharge in a variety of ways.

The preconscious contains

material not in the immediate awareness but available to man.
The conscious is that mental activity of which man is aware.
The nature and intensity of unconscious wishes is deter-

mined by the early life experiences of man.
man's early life into stages.

Freud divides

He postulates three major

stages of psychosexual development which are the infantile
stage, the latent stage and puberty.

The infantile stage is

divided into three sub-stages which cluminate with the oedipus
complex between the ages of three and five.

Freud's three sub-

stages are the oral, the anal and the phallic.

As an infant

grows through these stages, he associates pleasure (sexual and
other) with first, the oral intake of food from his mother's

breast or other sources; second, he associates pleasure with
anal discharge; and finally, with his genitals.

This growth

culminates with the child's attraction to the parent of the
opposite sex and his resentment of the parent of the same sex.

This conflict is usually resolved when the child identifies
with the parent of the same sex.
The second major stage is the latent phase which corres-

ponds to the grammar school years.

activity is minimal.

During this stage, sexual

The final stage is puberty when sexual

on some
activity stops being narcisisstic and becomes focused

other person.
especially
Freud postulated that the infantile stage is
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important to adult life.

The child's experiences during these

early years are crucial to his later functioning.

The unsuc-

cessful passage from one stage to another or the
unsuccessful

resolution of the oedipul conflict plants the seeds of later
neurosis in the lorm of unfulfilled wishes in the unconscious.
These wishes are usually unbearable to the person (e.g. The
wish to have sex with one's parent.). So they are forced to

remain unconscious and yet they have various amounts of energy
seeking discharge so they push to become conscious.

This pro-

cess forms the dynamic or conflict nature of Freud's

theories.

For Freud a person's character is built on the mode of

handling these conflicts.

A normal person (i.e.

a person

with no genetic handicaps and no debilitating early childhood
experiences) handles the conflict of unconscious sexual and

aggressive impulses (pushing for expression) by sublimation.
He rechannels the energy into a productive expression.

A

neurotic person (i.e. someone who has had debilitating childhood experiences and has become fixated at or regressed to
some infantile stage of sexuality) is unable to sublimate his

unconscious drives and handles them with a variety of defense
mechanisms.

Some defense mechanisms are reaction formation

(turning an unacceptable drive or wish into its opposite),

repression (using a great amount of energy to keep an unacceptable wish or drive from becoming conscious) and projec-

tion (projecting unacceptable wishes or drives onto another
person)

.

All defense mechanisms demand a great amount of
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energy and because they are all forms of denial of the
person s reality, they make a healthy life adjustment
difficult
and often impossible.

Freud also posited three aspects of human personality

which are the id, the ego and the super ego.^

The id is

composed of the primitive instinctual drives which are

largely unconscious.

The ego is the reality function, the

day to day rational interaction with the world.

Finally, the

super ego is the moral or role imposing function which is

developed through the child's identification with his parents.
The ego and super ego work to find suitable expression and

fulfillment for wishes originating from the id.
The relationship between these aspects of personality
is often expressed as conflict and when that conflict is

strong enough to be debilitating to someone, it is seen as
neurotic.

A person suffering from neurosis is an apt candi-

date for the treatment process developed by Freud which is

known as psychoanalysis.

Psychoanalysis is both the product and the producer of
psychoanalytic theory.

Psychoanalysis is the method Freud

devised to both gain data for his theories and at the same
time provide a therapeutic experience for the patient.

During

psychoanalysis, the patient is asked to "free associate", i.e.
tell the analysist whatever thoughts, feelings, memories,
ideas, etc. that come into his head.

Freud felt that this

process of "free association" would provide the analysist
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access

"to

"the

patient's unconscious.

The analyst observes, records and interprets the data
the patient provides.

Beyond this verbal recollection data

there are two aspects of the psychoanalytic process which are
a rich source of treatment information for the analyst.

are transference and resistance.

These

With transference the patient

comes to relate to the analyst as one of his parents, thus

providing the analyst with a unique picture of the patient's
most fundamental relationship.
The second process is resistance.

The reason unconscious

wishes and drives remain unconscious is because they are

unbearable to the patient.

Once a patient has entered psycho-

analysis, the ensuing process starts to uncover unconscious

wishes and drives and make them conscious.

The patient uses

a variety of means to resist this process.

He may have trouble

remembering parts of his life, he may become bored or angry,
he may begin to dislike his analyst,

come late, not show up,

not pay his bill, or terminate treatment when it gets too
severe.

The manifestation and resolution of resistance pro-

vides another rich source of data to the analyst.
The goal of psychoanalysis is to make the unconscious
become conscious.

Freud believed that when someone understood

his unconscious drives and wishes, which were the source of
his neurotic behavior, he would be cured.

The unconscious

wishes and drives would lose their power when understood
and what was formerly unbearable and denied by the patient,

.
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would now be integrated in a conscious
healthy fashion.

Psychoanalytic Theory and
The Question ol Freedom and Responsibility
As mentioned earlier psychoanalytic theory has branched
^-

n ^° many

'schools" of thought.

This division of thought

applies when we examine the relationship between psychoanalytic theory and the question of man's freedom and responsi-

bility

.

In the following section we will examine three

philosophical systems that can be reconciled with psychoanalytic theory.

They are hard determinism, soft determinism

and existentialism.

Freud was a hard determinist and his investigations
into the human psyche provided a wealth of material to sup-

port that view .^ 2

Before Freud, it was much easier for man

to suppose that his behavior was undetermined because he was

unaware of much of his motivation.

Freud's exploration into

the unconscious provided a wealth of causal material to ex-

plain man's behavior.

Much of man's behavior could be ex-

plained in terms of their unconscious wishes which stemmed
from instinctual drives.

Freud posited that the combination

of inherited drives and environmental influences (especially

early childhood) could totally account for and explain man's

behavior
By reducing man to an organism with universally held

instincts who develops through predictable stages of growth
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and responds to the environment in
explainable and lawful ways,
Freud eliminated the need to postulate free
choice as an explanatory factor in man's behavior.

Psychoanalysis does not free man from this condition of
determinism.

When a person completes psychoanalysis, his be-

havior might change
way

,

,

he might not act in his previous neurotic

but this is only a change in response to his unconscious

drives, not liberation from them.

In fact not only is what man does determined by his in-

stinctual drives, but who he becomes is equally determined.

Man starts out simply as an organism propelled by his instinctual drives, his character or personality (i.e. id, ego and

super ego) which is a result of "lawful" interaction between
these drives and his environment.

Man is totally a responder to his inherited instinctual
drives and his environment and his responses are explainable

by and reducible to the laws of human nature.

As can be seen

there is no place in this system for the concepts of human

freedom and responsibility.

Everything man does or is is a

result of events that came before him.

At best, in this sys-

tem the concepts of freedom and responsibility could be seen
as useful beliefs, but beliefs without any foundation in

reality.

Psychoanaly sis and Soft Determinism
Soft determinism

.

as was described earlier is the attempt
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to reconcile freedom and determinism.

This is attempted by

postulating the idea of "self-determinism" in which exists a
self which is free and the cause of much behavior. So behavior that is caused by the self remains free because the
self is free and determined because it is caused by the self.
A. G.

Flew argues that soft determinism is compatible

with psychoanalytical theory. 33
•

He argues that to say a man’s

actions were caused by his motives does not mean he does not
have choice.

He only loses his choice if he is constrained

from acting the way he wants to.

This argument postulates that

man is an agent who has motives, desires, needs, etc. and
can choose to act to fulfill them or choose not to act to

fulfill them.

Flew appeals to our experience to recall times

when we abstained from acting to fulfill our desires as evidence that we can choose not to act in accordance with our

own motives.

Flew's model of man teleological, i.e. that

his actions are caused but not mechanistically, but rather

by the overall intention or purpose of the man.
The problems with a "soft deterministic" reconciliation
of man's free will and the deterministic notions of psycho-

analytic theory are the same as when the problem is considered from a purely philosophical viewpoint.
First, when it is argued that a man is able to refrain
the
from acting to fulfill a desire, it can be postulated that

his
reason he refrained is a stronger desire and therefore

choice is still determined.
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The second problem is who is the "free agent"?
he come from?

Where does

If this agent is the self or personality then

Freud argues that he is a result of responses to his instinctual drives and his environment.

If the agent is fully the

result of antecedent causes, then it is difficult to see where
his freedom exists.

One would have to postulate some kind of

break in the cause and effect chain, which the soft determinisms are unwilling to do.
Finally, we have the problem of Kants categorical freedom,

i.e.

for a man to be truly free, he must be able to act

in two different ways in the exact same situation, not merely
in accord with his motives or purpose.

Given the exact same

situation, same person, motives, values, needs, etc., he must
be able to act in more than one way to be free.

To say that

man is free because he can act in accord with his motives or
purposes, given that those motives and purposes are caused,
is the same as saying that an effect is free to be an effect

of its cause.

Soft determinism with its foot in two philo-

sophical camps (determinism and freedom) does not adequately

meet the demands of either philosophy.
P sychoanalysis and Existentialism

.

It is the existential reformulation of psychoanalysis

that introduces the concepts of freedom and responsibility to
a system that as originally formulated had no place for the

thinkers such as J. P. Sartre^ and

L.

Binswanger-^

have

seen much of value in the psychoanalytic method of Freud
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but they have replaced Freud's determined system of
instinc-

tual drives with the concept of an individual who fully
and

freely chooses his mode of being-in-the-world.

Where the Freudian analyst interprets the patients
data in an. effort to uncover the unconscious wishes that are
the causes of his behavior, the existential analyst encounters

an individual person and uses the data to aid the patient in

discovering the choices he has made about his way of beingin-the-world, i.e. his choices of meaning.

What are symptoms for the Freudian analyst are modes of
being conscious for the existential analyst.

These modes of

being conscious can possibly be traced back to some traumatic
event, but these choices of modes being conscious (for the

Freudian a symptom such as projection) are being made continuously in the present.

Man's experience is being continu-

ally created by him every instant.

It is the result of his

continual choosing a way of being-in-the-world.

To put it in

the Freudian’s language, we would say a man is recreating his

symptoms every instant that he is conscious.

As a result a

person has at every moment in his life the potential to transform his mode of being-in-the-world (i.e. his "neurotic" percentions) i.e. he is aole at any instant to give his life and

world a different meaning.

Historical analysis can be useful

to help a person see a time when he chose to give a certain
in mind
meaning to some aspect of his life, but one must bear

present and
that the choice of meaning is being made in the

..
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can be transformed in the present.
The Freudian analyst interprets data, i.e. looks for

hidden meaning.

Because of this approach symbolism is an

important aspect of Freudian theory (e.g. a gun is a phallic
symbol)

Eventually symbols come to have meaning apart from

.

any given persons experience of them, i.e. the meaning of

symbols is talked about without reference to any particular
person.

This is impossible for the existential analyst be-

cause things are symbols only as they are symbolized by a per-

son as a way of being conscious of the object.

This symbolizing

activity can change at any instant for the person so the existential analyst must constantly work with the individuals experience in the present (even if it is his present experience
of the past)

For the existential analyst symbols are not

entities someone has but rather symbolizing is a way of beingin-the -world
A Freudian would probably see a man's sexual desire for a

woman as something the man has which is caused by his sexual
instinct.

The existentialist would probably say that the man

is conscious of the woman as sexually desireable.

Hence the

existentialist seeks to avoid what the strict Freudian always
attempts to accomplish, namely to shatter man's transcendent

relationship of consciousness of the world by reducing him to
ina bundle of biologically determined and environmentally

fluenced drives.
The existential view seeks to preserve man as the creator
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of his own experience of his life and the world.

In this view

man is free to continually create his experience and be responsible for his creation.

Humanistic Psychology, Freedom and Responsibility
Humanistic psychology like existential and phenomenological philosophy takes man as its starting point.

Man who is

wholistic, man who is always more than the sum of his parts,
or always more than his drives or learned responses.

Other

systems (i.e. behavioral and intrapsychic theories) attempt to

explain man by reducing him to his component elements.

This

approach generates a great deal of information about man but at
the risk of losing the unique living human being who is the

subject of study.

Rollo May writes, "There seems to be the

following "law" at work:

The more accurately and comprehen-

sively you can describe a given mechanism, the more you lose the

existing person.

The more absolutely and completely you formu-

late the forces or drives, the more you are talking about ab-

stractions and not the existing living human being.

Man has drives, instincts, learned responses but there is
a crucial difference between having them and being them.

It

the
is this difference that is fundamental to understanding

perspective of humanistic psychology.

Man is fundamentally

of being conan irreducible living conscious being whose way

scious creates the unifying context for his life.

As we have

philosophy, man
said earlier when discussing existential
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literally creates his reality out of brute matter by his way
of being conscious of it.

He organizes matter into reality by

the fact that consciousness is purposeful.

Man makes meaning,

he is a model maker, he apprehends the fullness of the world

and he creates a context of meaning in which to hold all he

perceives including himself.
It is this context of purposeful consciousness in which

or with which the contents of a man's life are held, his in-

stincts, drives, learned responses, genetic factors are all

given meaning by the living human being who experiences them
through his consciousness.
The error the "scientific" approaches to psychology risk
is in assuming that man is explainable fully in terms of the

contents of his life.

This approach leads to the constant

dismantling of the human personality in an effort to underThe humanistic psychologist cautions us to re-

stand man.

member that it is the living human being who makes the contents of personality meaningful.

Humanistic psychology does not lead to a singular type
of psychological intervention or therapy.

Also it does not

discount the contribution of the other psychological schools
of thought.

Rollo May writing on the term existential when

applied to psychology states,
In psychology and psychiatry the term demarcates
an attitude / an approach to human beings,
rather than a special school or group. It is
doubtful whether it makes sense to speak of
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an existential psychologist or psychotherapist" in contradistinction to other
schools; it is not a system of therapy
but an attitude towards therapy, not a set
of new techniques but a concern with the
understanding of the structure of the human
being and his experience that must underline
all technique. 3/

The humanistic or existential approach to understanding
the human experience opens some areas to investigation that

have been largely ignored by the scientific approach.

The

intrapsychic and behavioral systems posit man's experience
and attributes (e.g. personality, behavior, feelings) as ef-

fects of prior causes and consequently expend substantial effort to discover and explain the antecedent sources of man’s

present condition.

Man is thought of as primarily an histori-

cal creation in that he may be explained by what went before.

The humanistic

existential approach to psychology takes

as its focus the presently existing human being who is able to

be both the product and the producer of his own experience.

While not dismissing historical influences, we see that man's
behaviors and attributes are also influenced by his purposes,
goals, values, etc.

Man is not only historic but he is

futuristic as well.

He does not simply march into the future

backwards only responding to past stimuli, he is also facing
his future.

His acts are purposeful, he is not simply being

who he is, but he is becoming his potential self.

Unlike

is
the more positivistic psychologies, humanistic psychology

one of becoming, one of possibilities of growth,

hope.

change and

This is possible because existential,/ humanistic thought
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holds man to be fundamentally free.

He does not make his

choices, but rather he is made by them.
are created by his choices.
a being of consciousness,

dents.

Himself and his world

Man at the fundamental level is

consciousness which has no antece-

It is not caused by anything but rather is the cause

of things.

Man is at all times choosing his reality by the way he is
conscious of the world.

His purposeful consciousness

creates

the context in which all reality is held including his self

image.

Man creates his meaning and has the potential at any

moment to partially or totally transform the meaning of his
existence.

Because man is free, he is responsible.

Humanistic

psychology more than any psychology before it is the psychology
of human choice; the psychology of freedom and responsibility.

This construct of man as free and responsible rather than

determined leads to a new attitude on the part of humanistic
psychiatrists, psychologists and teachers.

Man is no longer

merely the product of his genes and his environment.
producer of his life as well.

He is the

He creates the meaning in and of

He is not someone to merely be manipulated,

his existence.

treated, made well or trained.

He is a free human being who

has and will continue to create his life by the choices he

makes.

A teacher or psychologist can establish a helpful

relationship with him, help him understand his past and sort
out his ore sent

,

and help him understand and discover future

options, knowing that he will have to make his own choices and

,
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accept the responsibility for doing so.

Humanistic psychology does not discount the influences
of heredity or environment, but says man is more than those

influences.

ihis statement is the literal

truth

because man

is the context in which those influences take form and a con-

text is always more than that which is held within it.
is always more than what he has or does.

Man

Man is also the source

of all that he is and because he is the source of his experience, he is free and responsible.

Humanistic Psychology
Both Carl Rogers^

-

Developmental Aspects

and Abraham Maslow^9 have contributed

significantly to the developmental aspects of humanistic psychology.

Their approach has been focused on growth and self

actualization, instead of on a self determined by "lawful”

responses to stimuli.

personality posits

Carl Rogers in proposing his theory of

a hui

being who responds to his environ-

ment in ways which might seem similar to the response process

postulated by the social learning theory of the behaviorists
but there is a crucial difference

.

In Rogers

'

system the

person responds to his experience of the environment; he responds to the particular and unique meaning it has for him.
It is important that the individual creates his meaning and is

responsible for it.
Carl Rogers writes on the postulated characteristics of
the human infant.

.
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is postulated that the individual,
during the period of infancy, has at
least these attributes.
1*
He perceives his experience as
reality. His experience is his reality.
a.
As a consequence he has greater
potential awareness of what reality is
for him than does else since no one
else can completely assume his internal
frame of reference.
2.
He has an inherent tendency toward
actualizing his organism.
He interacts with his reality in terms
3*
of his basic actualizing tendency. Thus
his behavior. is the goal directed attempt
of the organism to satisfy the experienced
needs for actualization in the reality as
perceived
4.
In this interaction he behaves as an
organized whole, as a Gestalt.
He engages in an organismic valuing
5*
process, valuing experience with reference
to the actualizing tendency as a criterion.
Experiences which are perceived as maintaining or enhancing the organism are valued
positively. Those which are perceived as
negating such maintenance or enhancement
are valued negatively.
6.
He behaves with adience toward positively
valued experiences and with avoidance toward
those negatively valued.
Comment -- In this view as formally stated, the
human infant is seen as having an inherent motivational system (which he shares in common with
all living things) and a regulartory system
(the valuing process) which by its 'feedback'
keeps the organism 'on the beam' of satisfying
his motivational needs. He lives in an environment which for theoretical purposes may be said
to exist only in him, or to be of his own creation.^ 0
I"t

,

In his discussion of the development of the self, Rogers

postulates that as the infant begins to differentiate his
experience, he symbolizes a portion of that experience as

self-experience.

He thus develops a concept of self.

As

this self develops one of its most persistent and persuasive
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needs is for "positive regard".
De

That is, the infant needs to

received positively by his environment especially signifi-

cant others.

He needs to be valued, accepted and loved.

also needs positive regard for himself from himself.

He

He learns

to do this by allowing himself positive regard during those ex-

periences when others have given him this positive regard.

When an individual pursues certain experience solely because it is a source or reinforcer of self-regard, then Rogers

says he has developed a condition of worth.

That means that

an experience independent of whether it is organismically valued
is sought because the individual associates it with enhancing

his positive self-regard.

We now have a source of conflict for

persons, because the need for positive self-regard is so strong

that 3n individual will behave in a way contradictory to his

organismic needs in order to preserve or enhance his positive
self-regard.

An individual will also deny, repress or somehow

inaccurately symbolize experiences that conflict with his learned
conditions of worth.

Individuals learn many mechanisms to de-

fend against experiences which threaten their positive selfimage

.

The greater the amount of experience a person must repress,

deny or otherwise defend against, the greater the cost to him in
his human resources that he must throw into the battle.

Conse-

be
quently, there is a great loss of resources the person could

using to grow and actualize his potential.
aoility
Persons whose inxernal conflicts have impaired their
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to sustain the accepted roles and
relationships in society have

been labeled neurotic or psychotic.

Humanistic psychology has

major implications for the attitude of the therapist who
works
with human beings battling to survive and ultimately to
grow.

Humanistic Psychology and Therapy
As has been noted, humanistic psychology does not lead to
a single therapeutic approach,

but rather it generates some at-

titudes towards therapy that most psychotherapists who define

themselves as humanistic probably share.
Peris,

Ellis

24" 24,

Rogers,

24"

1

Glasser,^ 2

et al have all developed distinct therapeutic

techniques and yet each could be labeled humanistic.

Humanistic therapists consider the client whole with the
resources to handle his difficulties.

Unlike other therapies

in which something is done to patients to make them well, the

humanistic therapist works with his clients to help them learn
or discover their own resources for growth.

This process takes

place in a person-to-person encounter in which the therapist is

willing to be an authentic person who respects the humanity and
personhood of his client.

The interaction is between two com-

plete and sufficient persons, one of whom is making his re-

sources available to the other.

This personal and humane re-

lationship between therapist and client is the ground .upon
which the client discovers and utilizes his resources for growth.

The therapists demonstrated belief in the client's worth and

sufficientcy allows the clients to lessen nis battle againot

.
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threats to his self-image and discover his ability to
grow.
The attitude or position of the therapist about the
client's

essential worth and sufficiency not only enables and supports
client growth but encourages the clients recognition and ac-

ceptance of his responsibility for his own life.
The humanistic psychologist understands the client as the

source of his own experience and therefore responsible for it.
One of the major goals of humanistic psychoterapy is to enable
the client to discover and accept the responsibility for his

own life.

Genthner and Hart in their paper which examines

their major humanistic psychotherapies (Rogerian, Gestalt,

rational-emotive) and their facilitation of personal responsi-

bility came to the following conclusion.
In conclusion it can be seen that three
very diverse psychotherapy systems share
a common goal, that of greater personal
responsibility for their consumers. While
Gestaltists, Rogerians and rational therapists interact with their people very difGestalt
ferently, they want the same thing.
therapists facilitate the discovery of personal responsibility through role playing,
awareness techniques and other psychodramatic encounters. Rogerian therapists use
unconditional positive regard reflections
and an unwillingness to tell their people
what to do to encourage personal responsibility and rational therapists use direct
teaching and persuasive argument to help
their people accept coyitrol and responsibility for themselves 4 5
The humanistic approach to helping other human beings,

whether as therapists, teachers or friends, is one of respect
for the wholistic integrity of the other person.

The humanistic
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helper knows that other people are complete as they
are and can
actualize their potential for growth by realizing their
human
birthright of freedom and responsibility. Humanistic psychology is the psychology of freedom and responsibility.

Research Literature On Responsibility
The following is a review of the educational and psycholo-

gical literature regarding the concept of responsibility.

Though many educators, psychiatrists and psychologists posit
the existence of human or personal responsibility only,
Dr. Robert Genthner.has developed an operational definition of

personal responsibility.
"In an effort to synthesize and operationalize
the concept of personal responsibility (PR),
Genthner (Note l) developed an assessment
system for rating verbal behavior. The following is a brief description of the assessment system:
"Level 1 - The individual takes no responsibility for his life. He ostensibly has given
up accountability. He almost never accepts the
consequences of his actions.
"Level 2 - At Level 2, the individual has depersonalized his approach to life problems.
He sees specific forces outside him as being
the cause of his problem (e.g. sex, job, his
Because he is pursuing a soluwife, etc.)
by anger or depersonproblems
his
tion to
does have some sense
he
exploration,
alized
of personal responsibility.
"Level 3 - This individual verbalizes some
responsibility for himself; his feelings;
thoughts and behaviors. Exhibited is a
partial commitment to personal responsibility.
He blames others as often as he looks to himself for the cause of the problems.
"Level 4 - This individual voices total responsibility for his life. The individual's
perspective is personal more than it is on
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the faults of others.
The individual is
limited since he has not committed himseli to an effective action program to
solve his problems.
"Level 5 - This individual takes total
responsibility for his life. He is capable of making accurate discriminations
between his contributions and external
contributions, yet he never dwells on how
others have contributed to his problems.
There is an indication of responsible
personal action directed towards resolving his problems decisively. The
individual fully accepts the consequences of his behavior.

Genthner has defined and measured the degree to which a

person takes responsibility for his life.

Research done by

him and his associates has established the validity, reliability and rater trainability of his system for assessing

personal responsibility .^7

Genthner clearly posits the exis-

tence of human or personal responsibility and as evidence of
its existence, he has developed a system for measuring a per-

sons willingness to look to himself as the cause and solution
to his problems.

Researchers with a behaviorist orientation probably would
not posit the existence of personal responsibility, though they

would acknowledge the existence of the belief in personal responsibility.

The behaviorist is concerned with stimulus and

response, learning theory based on reinforcement or lack of it.
of
The behavioristic concept that comes the closest to concept

personal responsibility is that of
trol of reinforcement".

internal vs. external con-

This concept iocuses on the degree

external
which an individual sees himself in control of his

to

s
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reinforcements, i.e. whether he perceives his reinforcement
coming from outside his control (e.g. luck or chance, destiny,

powerful others, etc.) or whether he perceives his reinforcements
coming as a result of his own actions.

Julian

B.

Rotter et al

have developed the most widely used scale for measuring the

degree to which an individual assigns internal or external con-

trol of reinforcements

.

Rotter's scale was based on an earli-

er scale developed by Phares^9 and revised by James. -5°

The

following are seme sample items from Rotter’s I-E scale.
spondents are asked to choose between two items.

Re-

Of course,

the labels, Internal Control and External Control, would not

appear on the instrument when used in a research situation.
"

The marks I get in
Internal Control
class are my own responsibility.
"E xternal Control
Getting good grades
seems to be largely a matter of taking
the right course at the right time.
"
Success almost always
Internal Control
turns out to be the result of perseverance
and ability.
"
Some people seem born to
External Control
seem
born to succeed no
others
fail while
matter what they do.
"
If I play my cards right,
Internal Control
I can get most people to like me.
"
Making friends is largely
External Control
a matter of being lucky enough to meet the
right people.
"
Through discussion I can
Internal Control
others.
convince
"
I feel I have little inExternal Control
fluence over the way other people behave.
;

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

Genthner found little correlation between Rotter
Scale amd the personal responsibility rating system.

'

I-E

'

,
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"It is interesting to note that the PR
ratings did not correlate significantly
with the I-E scale nor did the I-E scale
load high on the same factor as the PR
ratings. There is some theoretical support for this finding in the description of the PR scale. The I-E scale is
based on Rotter's social learning theory
(1966) and measures the degree to which
a person sees himself as in control of
his receiving external reinforcement.
PR is not tied to the notion of control
of external reinforcement, but rather is
more a measure of an individual's ability
to focus on himself and see his role in a
situation clearly. The I-E scale is also
in part a measure of fatalism.
One statement on the I-E scale is 'most people don't
realize the extent to which their lives
are controlled by accidential happening.
While a low PR person may endorse this
statement which is an externalized perspective, another low PR person may choose
not to endorse this statement because of
his belief 'that if it weren’t for them,
I would be free to live my life’."

The other widely used "internal versus external" scale is

Crandall's Intellectual Achievement Responsibility Questionnaire
(IAR ) .^3

This scale is designed for use with elementary school

age children, and it differs from Rotter's scale in a number

of respects.
"Thus,

it is aimed at assessing children's

beliefs in reinforcement responsibility
exclusively in the intellectual-academic
achievement situation.
"The Intellectual Achievement Responsibility
(IAR) also differs from the other assessment
methods in the external environmental forces
described. While previous scales include a
variety of sources and agents such as luck,
personal
fate, impersonal social forces, more
the IAR limits
"significant others", etc.
to those percontrol
external
the source of
consons who most often come in face-to-face
tact with a phild, his parents, ueachers,
and peers.
,

.

.
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The following is a sampling of some items on the

Intellectual Achievement Responsibility scale.
1.

If a teacher passes you to the next grade, would
it

probably be:
1+

(A)
(B)
2.

because she liked you, or
because of the work you did.

When you do well on a test at school, it is more

likely to be:
1+

(A)
(B)
3

•

because you studied for it.
becuase the test was especially easy?

When you have trouble understanding something in

school,

it is usually:

1-

because the teacher didn’t explain it clearly, or
because you didn't listen carefully?54

(A)
(B)

Crandall's IAR scale is clearly a locus of control
measure which does not necessarily correlate with a person's
level of responsibility.

For example, a responsible child

might realize he was having trouble hearing a teacher because the teacher did not explain carefully and mark the
IAR scale accordingly, which would lower his internal locus

of control rating.

The measure of his responsibility would

be whether he chose to blame the teacher and misunderstand

the work or whether he acted to improve the situation, e.g.

by talking to the teacher or changing seats, etc.
For the behaviorist all is determined and the locus of

control scales are an attempt to determine whether an indi-

vidual perceives or believes the control ol their external

reinforcements is located internally or externally.
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The existential psychologists, such as Genthner, do

posit man as responsible.

They do not deny that much of

what happens in the world is determined, but they argue
that man creates his experience (i.e. his meaning) of what

happens.

Genthner

's

levels of personal responsibility are

designed to measure how willing an individual is to assume

responsibility for his life.
This study is based on Genthner

'

s

original work and

addresses the question of whether the levels of responsi-

bility which are now primarily used as an assessment system
for individuals in counseling situation can be successfully

introduced to the general population in a high school.
study does not intend to be a definitive answer to that
question, but rather an initial exploration of it.

This

.

.

.
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CHAPTER

Hi

METHODOLOGY

Data Collection and Analysis
1.

Personal Responsibility Training Program
A.

Purpose

-

The purpose of this study was to design and

administer a personal responsibility training program to one
half of a freshman social studies class in order to determine
if the training would have a measurable effect on indices
(i.e. grades,

class.

attendance) of effective self -management in

The training program was an effort to define and

directly address the issue of personal responsibility in a
school setting.
B.

Subjects

-

The subjects of this study were members of

a freshman social studies class.

The average age was fifteen

years old with most students falling into a range of fourteen
to sixteen years old.

The class was 65 $ male and 35$ female.

The class was a required course and the students represented
a cross section of the general freshman population of the

high school of which 70 $ matriculate to some form of post

secondary schooling.
C.

Instrumentation

and grade records.

-

The data gathered was from attendance

It was felt that in a class that maximized
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tudent self-evaluation (i.e. students graded their
own work),

grades and attendance records were the most useful
empirical
indicators of effective self-management on the part of students.
^•

Psisonal Responsibility Training Design and Administra—
t j-° n

~

The training program lasted two weeks and consis-

ted of nine segments, five in class sessions and four out of

class assignments.
of

a

The subjects to be trained were one-half

randomly divided social studies class, the remaining stu-

dents served as

a

control group.

During the two week training

period, each group (i.e. the training group and the control
group) alternately met with the teacher for an in-class session

and worked independently on an assignment the following day,

while the other group met with the teacher in class.
The control group worked on

a

series of lessons designed

to encourage creative thinking on the part of students.

The

experimental group took part in the following training program.
Sessi o n

1

In-class

-

During this introductory session, the

students we re presented with some of the basic tenets of ex-

istential philosophy.

They were introduced to the notion that

although they did not necessarily have control of all of their
life situations, their experience

(the meaning they assigned

own choosing.
them) of those situations was a result of their
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§^. s- s A on

Out of.-class assignment

—1

-

Students were asked

to write about some situations in their life when they could

have chosen different meanings than the ones they did.

They

were asked to explore the implications of choosing one meaning over another.

Session

In-class

3

- In

this session, the students were

introduced to Genthner's five levels of personal responsibiIn addition to

lity.

a

discussion of each of the five levels,

the students were introduced to the concepts of state and trait

personal responsibility, i.e. state PR

-

the level of personal

responsibility exhibited during any particular situation.
PR

-

Trait

the level of personal responsibility exhibited by a per-

son's overall life perspective.

Session 4 Out-of-class

-

In this written assignment stu-

dents were asked to observe the level of personal responsibility
of those around them, e.g. on

life and with friends.

television shows, their family

The students were expected to be pre-

during the next class.
p 32fed to discuss tnei.r observations
Se ssion

was

a

5

In-class

-

During this in-class session, there

discussion of the written assignment.

Students shared

implications of
their observations and the class discussed the

responsibility for effective
the different levels of personal

.
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living.

,

S ession 6

Out-of-class

-

Students were asked to narrow

their field of observation to school life and
report on ex-

amples of persons operating at different levels of
personal

responsibility in school interactions.

Students were in-

structed to think about high and low levels of personal re-

sponsibility and their effectiveness in negotiating school
life

Session
sented with
problems.

In-class

7

—

During this class, students were pre-

slide-tape show depicting people discussing life

a

Students were asked to assess the level of personal

responsibility of the persons depicted on screen.

There was

a

discussion of how those persons might have presented the same
problem at

a

Session

higher or lower level of personal responsibility.
8

Out-of-class

-

For this assignment students were

asked to write about some different instances in their lives

when they could identify the level of personal responsibility
from which they were operating.

Session

9

In-class

-

For this final class students dis-

cussed their written assignments.

They were asked to consider

the implications of dealing with life problems at the varying

levels of personal responsibility.

ft

Students discussed the
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variety of outcomes to life problems
made possible by change
in one’s perspective on personal
responsibility.

Particular

emphasis was placed on school related issues.
The social studies class which received the
training was

conducted in

a

manner that the researcher believed would sup-

port responsible participation and effective self-management
in class by the students.

the following:

1.

This atmosphere was established by

Seating students in

traditional rows.

a

circle instead of

It was hoped this would encourage a uni-

fied group atmosphere and diminish the emphasis on the student-

teacher separation.
own work according to
mat.

2.
a

Students were allowed to grade their

negotiated and mutually agreed on for-

This' format was arrived at by the teacher and students on

the first day of class.

Essentially the format stated how much

credit would be allowed for attendance, participation and written work.

Each student was required to submit

nation with her weekly grade.

3.

a

written expla-

Within the broadly defined

limits of social studies, the students were allowed to select

topics of interest.

These topics became the curriculum for

the class.
It was hoped that these changes would increase the prob-

ability that students would participate more fully and responsibly in the class by giving them greater opportunities to

.
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assume

a

degree of control over their educational activities.

Ihe class was conducted for seven weeks in the manner

described above and then randomly divided into two groups
The division was achieved by simply going down the class list
(this list issued by the school computer places students in

alphabetical order according to the spelling of their last
name) and alternately placing the letters A or B beside a

student's name.

A flip of

a

coin decided that Group A would

receive the training.
The training program lasted two weeks and at its conclu-

sion the class was reunited.

The class was conducted in the

same manner after the training as before, and there were no

activities or behaviors promoted that would continue the

identity of the two groups.
The numerical data gathered before and after the training

consisted of attendance records and grades.

It is this data

that will be examined in the data analysis section.
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E

Data Analysis

.

1

c ontrol

*

C o mpa rison of a cademic grades of
experimental and

groups prior to pe rsonal responsibility training.

Prior to the personal responsibility training,
the experimental group had four A students and four B
students, while the

control group had two A students, six B students and two
C
students.

Although the control group had eight students who

could advance

a

grade and the experimental group had only four

students who could advance

a

grade, this did not prove

a

hin-

drance as the use of numerical data provided for measurement

within

a

80%

to B) would be weighted no more than A students moving

(C

grade.

For example,

from 90% to 92% (A to A)

.

a

student moving from 78% to

The mean average of the grades of

the experimental group was 87%, and the mean average of the

grades of the control group was 83%.

The difference between

the experimental and control group grade averages should not

adversely affect the usefulness of the data.
2

both

.

g roups

Comparison of pre-training attendance averages for
.

The mean average attendance rate for the experi-

mental group was 92%, while the mean average attendance rate
for the control group was 84%.

somewhat higher attendance rate.

The experimental group had a

Although the attendance and

88

grade averages were somewhat higher for the
experimental

group than the control group, it was felt this
would not hinder the usefulness of the data because the primary
comparisons

would be made within each group rather than between groups.
The comparison would be between data gathered in each
group

before the training program and data gathered from the same

group after the training program.

The use of control group

was des ireable only to account for the possibility of the

"experimental effect", i.e. that change might take place in

a

group from the experience of taking part in an experiment
regardless of the "content" of that experiment.
3

.

Comparison of the pre and post training data for

the control group .

After the personal responsibility training,

one student's grade remained the same, one student's grade went

up and eight students' grades went down.
a

This is not considered

substantial change because of the eight students whose grades

went down, five of those students' grades went down 2% or less.
The median average grade for the control group before the per-

sonal responsibility training was 83%, and the median average
grade after the training was 79%,

a

net change of -4%.

The attendance median averages were 84% before the training and 79% after the training, a net change of -5%, with five

.
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students increasing their average attendance and five students

decreasing their average attendance.
The data indicates that there was no substantial change
in the median average grades or attendance of the control

—

group
4

.

hence no discernible "experimental effect."

Comparison of the pre and post training data for

the experimental group .

After the personal responsibility

training was completed, the grades of two students remained
the same,

the grades of four students went down and grades of

the remaining two students went up.

The median average grade

for the group before the training was 87% and the median aver-

age grade for the group after the training was 85%,

change of -2%.

a

net

There was no substantial change in the grades

of the experimental group from before to after the personal

responsibility training.

The median average attendance of the

experimental group was 92% before the training and 92% after
the training, for no net change.

The data indicates that the personal responsibility
of the grades
training program produced no discernible effect

in that training.
or attendance of the students participating
2.

Design and Evaluation of Pers onal Responsibility

Questionnaire

90

A.

P ur pose - As

stated earlier (Chapter I), the develop-

ment of an accurate, objective and easily
administered instrument for determining the level of personal responsibility
of

high school students would have
tions

a

variety of useful applica-

.

First,

it

would provide an easily administered and scored

instrument for assessing the success of school programs whose

primary or secondary goals included the development or increased
levels of personal responsibility on the part of participating

students.

Secondly,

would allow for

a

a

reliable and valid testing instrument

wide variety of comparative studies among

high school and junior high school students on the issue of
personal responsibility.

For example, studies comparing dif-

ferent grades regarding levels of personal responsibility or

longitudinal studies of the same students over

a

period of

time or comparisons of groups of same age students on

a

wide

range of variables, such as cultural or religious background,

family structure, intelligence, grades, etc. would provide

a

(

rich source of data regarding the developmental aspects of

personal responsibility.
Overall, such an instrument would be

a

useful tool in the

process of operationally defining and measuring the concept of
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persona 1 responsibility as
c

*

Instru mentation

-

a

human growth variable.

The instrument was designed as a

71 item true— false questionnaire including three lie

questions (Appendix

B)

.

There were three categories of

questions, those concerned with family life, those concerned

with school life

and questions concerned with peer relations.

Each question or statement was given

a

numerical value from

1.0 to 5.0 corresponding to Genthner's five levels of personal

responsibility.

Below are examples of questions from each

level of personal responsibility.

Level

bility.

1

-

This is the lowest level of personal responsi-

At this level the person experiences almost total

victimization.

Level

1

statements are characterized by hope-

lessness or despair.

Item No. 11
to you.

-

Nobody really cares about what happens

True

Item No. 52

False

- It's no use

will never let you win.
Level

2

-

trying in school, teachers
True

False

At this level the person has depersonalized his

approach to his problems.

He constantly sees forces outside

himself as the cause of his problems.

characterized by blaming.

Level

2

statements are

92

Item No. 24

School would be

-

lot better if

a

didn't get picked on all the time.

Item No. 61

-

I

True

False

would be more popular if

other people's stupid little games.

I

I

played

True

False

Level

-

3

At this level

sponsibility for himself.

a

person verbalizes partial re-

He often begins statements by ac-

cepting responsibility and then cancels his responsibility by

adding on

a

blaming statement.

Level

3

statements are often

characterized by the word but.
Item No. 4

X know it's wrong to talk behind another

-

kid's back, but

a

lot of kids deserve it.

True

Fa lse

Item No. 41

-

Sometimes the way

I

behave gets me in

trouble, but so many of the school rules are stupid.
False

True

Level 4

-

At level 4

a

person verbalizes total responsi-

The limitation of level 4 is that the

bility for his life.

as they have

person has often not behaved as responsibly
spoken.

Level 4 statements are often futuristic.
Item No.

9 -

I

know it's up to me if

I

want to get

wm

.

.
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better grades.
I^

tem No

—71

-

True
It's

False

ray

responsibility to try to be

friends to my brothers and sisters.

True

Fa lse

Level

5

-

At level

sibility for his life.

the person verbalizes total respon-

5

There is an indication of responsible

personal action directed towards solving problems
No.

I tern

2

-

I

do whatever is needed to get good

grades at school.
I

tem No.

5

-

True

When

I

False

want more friends

attempt to make new friends.

,

I

True

go out and

False

The questionnaire was scored by adding the assigned numeri-

cal value of all items marked true and dividing that total by
the number of items marked false.

This score represented the

average expressed level of personal responsibility as indicated

by the questionnaire.
The questionnaire also contained three "lie" questions.
For example

,

Item No. 15

tive about another kid.

.

I

True

have never said something negaFalse

.

When

a

respon-

dent answered true to any of the three "lie" questions, their
data was considered to be unreliable, and it was not used.

The questionnaire contained one page of instructions and

.
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four pages of items numbered one through seventy-one.

respondents

The

were instructed to read the instructions and fill

out the questionnaire.

The instructions were as follows.

"This questionnaire is used to measure how you feel

about some life situations.

Please read each question care-

fully and mark true or false in the space provided after each

question.

If you are not sure, answer the way you feel most

of the time.

"This questionnaire has no right or v/rong answers, its

purpose is to find out how you feel about certain situations.
Do not choose what you think should be the right way

to feel,

pick the answer that most nearly represents how you really do
feel
"This questionnaire is confidential and your name will

not be connected to the questionnaire.
time, and answer each question."

Relax, take your

(See Appendix B for

Questionnaire)
E.

Administration

Subjects for the questionnaire were re-

-

cruited by visiting

a

variety of high school classes at Fal-

mouth High School in the spring of 1977 and asking for volunproject.
teers to participate in an educational research

unteers were given
them.

a

Vol-

description of what would be required of

95

Your participation will be confidential.
will your name be used by the researchers.

At no time

You will report

to a designated room in the school library
at an assigned time,

where you will be met by one of the three project
researchers.
At that time you will be asked to give some basic
information
about yourself, e.g. age, sex, grade, etc.

You will then be

asked to fill out a seventy-one item questionnaire.

The ques-

tionnaire has no right or wrong answers and no time limit.
"When you have completed the questionnaire, you will be

asked to participate in

a

fifteen minute discussion with the

person administering the questionnaire.

The subject matter

of the discussion will be whatever issues or problems in your

life you consider important.

used in the research.

The discussion will be taped and

The length of your participation will

not exceed forty-five minutes, and all information gathered will

remain confidential and not be released to the local school
system.

Participants will be tested one at

a

time and one

half v/ill fill out the questionnaire first and then have the
taped interview.

The other half will have the taped inter-

view first and then fill out the questionnaire.

All partici-

pants will be given a letter explaining the research to bring

home to their parents."

(See Appendix C)
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Approximately forty students volunteered for the
project
and twenty-eight actually showed up and participated.

Two assistants were chosen and trained to assist in
the

research project.

The assistants were chosen because of their

background in counseling and their familiarity with Genthner's
levels of personal responsibility.

The assistants were told

to use their counseling skills to draw out the participants

during the verbal discussion.

The assistants were also trained

to rate the verbal discussion according to Genthner's five

levels of personal responsibility.
the following ratings:

1,

1.5,

The assistants chose from
2.5,

2,

3.

3.5,

4.

4.5, 5.

The

tapes of the verbal discussions would be rated again by a sec-

ond trained rater.

The reliability and validity of this rating

method has been established by

research."''

course were not aware of this process.

The participants of

The following instruc-

tions were given to the assistants regarding administering the

questionnaire and the interview.
"Introduce yourself and ask the student what he/she likes
to be called.
is

Briefly explain to the student that the research
:

attempting to gather information on students' points of view.

Stress that there are no right or wrong answers.
"Include both phases of the research during the explana-

"
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nation and offer to clarify any item on the questionnaire
that is difficult to read or understand.
that

If a student feels

particular question does not apply, tell her to leave

a

it blank.

(Unanswered questions are scored the same as

a

question answered false.)
"Fill out the data sheet and check the counter on the

tape recorder (always set the counter to zero when starting
a

new side of

a

cassette) and use cassettes in alphabetical

Leave

a

partially used cassette in the machine so the

order.

next person can proceed by simply turning the machine on.
"Initiate the verbal segment by asking the student:

What are the most important issues or problems in your life
now?

What things are on your mind?

struggles?

What are your concerns,

Further questions, if necessary, are:

the causes of that situation?

What are

What did or will determine how

things turn out?
"At the end of the interview, assure the student of the

confidentiality of the information and thank him/her for
participating
During

a

.

six week period beginning in late April, 1977,

completed both
and ending in early June, twenty-eight students
the questionnaire and the taped interview.

During the fol-

98

lowing summer,

a

second trained rater listened to the tape

recorded conversations and provided

a

second rating.

To

provide further substantiation, Dr. Genthner listened to

about

a

third of the randomly selected tapes and concluded

that the ratings were within an acceptable range of accuracy.

The two ratings of the taped interview were averaged and the

resultant score was used as the standard for determining the

accuracy of the questionnaire.
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Data Analysis

It should be noted that the data in
Columns 20,

22,

27,

and 28 was not used because those students
each answered at
least one "lie" question with

a

"true" response.

Lie questions

were so constructed that it was considered extremely unlikely
that any student would be able to honestly answer true.

The

data from Columns 20, 22, 27, and 28 was disregarded in the
data analysis.

The questionnaire was found not to be a reliable instru-

ment for determining

bility.

a

student's level of personal responsi-

Although there existed

a

correlation between the

taped level of personal responsibility and the questionnaire
level of personal responsibility in that the questionnaire

level of personal responsibility was almost always (higher
in 23 out of 24 cases) higher, the amount of difference

varied so much as to render the correlation not useful.

Most

students (22 of 24 cases) level of personal responsibility

ranged between 2.0 and 3.5,

a

range of 1.5.

The average dif-

ference between the taped personal responsibility level and
the questionnaire level was

.73.

The range varied with the

questionnaire score being .96 lower on one end and 1.53
higher on the other end.

What one can say then is that it

102
is

highly probable that

a

student will score higher on the

questionnaire level of personal responsibility than on the
taped interview level of personal responsibility, but that

amount of difference varies so much as to render the questionnaire not useful in determining the student's level of personal responsibility.
In Line O of Table 2,

the scores of five students were

broken into three sub-scores which were:

scores on questions

about family, scores on questions about school, and scores on

questions about their peers.

An examination of these sub-

scores uncovered no useful correlations.
In Line P are the scores of six students after they were

recomputed.

They were recomputed by throwing out all items

on the questionnaire on which 70% of the students participating

answered true.

This was done on the assumption that some items

on the questionnaire might have such strong cultural agree-

ment as to make them invalid as measures of

self-perception.

a

student's true

This process did bring the scores more in

(See
line with the taped level of personal responsibility

make the
Line Q) but the differences were still too much to

questionnaire data useful.
useful instiuThe questionnaire was not found to be a

ment in determining

a

s tudents

level of personal responsibility.

,
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Footnotes

^Robert W. Genthner and Daniel E. Jones, "A System For
Assessing Personal Responsibility: Validity, Reliability
and Rater Trainability " Journal of Personality Assessment
(1976, 40.)
p. 269.
,
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CHAPTER
METHODOLOGY

-

IV

PHENOMENOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE

I2it§c ript ion of the Written Experience
Ds-^a. Collection and Analysis
ft ft 5

of

This chapter is a subjective, first-person account
of
my experience of designing and administering the
Personal

Responsibility Training Program and Questionnaire.
Personal Responsibility Training
Since 1974 when

I

first became acquainted with

Dr. Genthner's levels of personal responsibility,

I

have

been intrigued with the general notion of personal responsibility and Dr. Genthner's particular application of it.

Growing up,

I

became familiar with the exhortations of re-

sponsibility, e.g.
this?

Act responsibly!

You are irresponsible!

Who's responsible for

From that experience

I

inter-

nalized the definition of what it meant to be responsible,
following the "rules" by my own volition.

Consequently,

i

I

associated responsibility with morality, "doing the right
thing," "playing fair" and "being good, upright and mature."

Responsibility took its place for me among the hundreds of
other cliched comments that adults use to indoctrinate the
young.

When

I

became familiar with Genthner's levels of person

al responsibility,

I

discovered a new definition of responsi

bility and more importantly, a useful definition of responsi
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bility.

I

found

a

new definition of responsibility, i.e.

responsibility meaning to be the source of

onefe

own experience.

To be responsible is to accept being the source of one's own

problems and their solutions; acceptance without self-blame
or self-praise.

Responsibility, the simple acknowledgement

that one is the creator of meaning in one's life.

This concept and Genthner's operationally defined levels
of personal responsibility proved to be very useful to me

personally and professionally.
In individual and group counseling

found the levels of

I

personal responsibility concept provided

a

useful framework

for people to examine their lives and set goals for themselves.

When

I

became involved in teacher training through the Educa-

tion For Community Service Program of the School of Education
of the University of Massachusetts,

I

stressed personal respon-

sibility as an integral and fundamental goal of the program.
The Education For Community Service Program creates an environ-

ment that supports persons accepting the responsibility for
the direction and meaning of their own education.

The commit-

ment to responsible learning and responsible learners has

proved to be one of the most valued and useful aspects of the

Education For Community Service Program.

.
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As the Education For Community Service Program is school

based (The program takes place entirely in the local high
school in Falmouth, Massachusetts)

,

I

have had the opportunity

to observe the way in which the high school confronts the task
of helping adolescents become responsible, successful adults.

found that things had not changed much since

I

I

had been in

high school as regards personal responsibility, and that the
concept of responsibility when dealt with at all, was generally

approached with slogans.

Most of those slogans boiled down to:

to be responsible means to do the right thing without

being

told
I

wondered, could responsibility as

taught to students in

rower sense

I

a

non-exhortive

wondered if

I

,

I

understood it be

useful way?

In a nar-

could design and administer

a

personal responsibility training program that would have demonstrable results?

Enlisting the support of Dr. Peter Clark,

the high school Principal, and Dr. Genthner for this project,
I

approached two faculty members at the School of Education

became
who gave me their support and along with Dr. Genthner,

my dissertation committee.
Dr. Clark,

me a
the high school Principal, assigned to

to teach and
one-half year, freshman social studies class
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allowed me to use that class to form my research.
help of my committee,

I

designed

a

personal responsibility

training program for use in that class.
planned to do was teach

way

a

With the

Essentially what

I

freshman social studies class in

a

believed would encourage responsible participation by

I

students, and then half way through the semester

I

would

randomly divide the class and administer the personal respon-

sibility training to one group and use the other as
group.

At the end of the semester,

I

a

control

would compare the two

groups to determine if there was any difference between the

trained and untrained groups as indicated by indices of effective self-management in class.

(For this study

I

defined

indices of effective self-management in class as good or

improved grades, attendance, and participation.)
I

started teaching the class in late January of 1977 and

immediately set to work with my students redesigning the traditional class structure.
range the chairs in

a

The first change

I

made was to ar-

circle instead of rows so as to facili-

tate visual and verbal communication and create

a

unified group

atmosphere with diminished focus on the students-teacher separation.

During the first few classes,

I

introduced some fundamen-

.
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tal changes from the traditional social studies class
struc-

ture.

The students would be allowed to grade their own work

through

a

formula we negotiated together.

I

found some stu-

dents mildly interested in this notion and other students

were either threatened, confused or apathetic.

The apathetic

students did not care what we did, and the threatened students

wanted class to be structured, safe, familiar and easy to
understand
I

naively believed that most students felt repressed and

restricted by the formal classroom structures and desired

a

much greater degree of autonomy and creativity present in
their educational experience.

Though this was true for seme

students, to some extent many, most in fact, preferred the

class to be predictable, safe and cut and dry.

I

accept

Maslows^- concept of humans being pulled one way by their need

for safety and the other by their need for new experience,

but

I

needs.

was unprepared for the power of these children's safety

What was ironic for me was the fact that these stu-

dents did not enjoy the class when it was safe, predictable
the possiand cut and dry, but were willing to trade away

experiencing
bilities of enjoyable new experiences to avoid
the anxiety of ambiguity.
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Also

I

allowed the students to select the topics we

would study in class.

This selection process worked with

some mild degree of success.
tent that

I

The process worked to the ex-

was able to get them to brainstorm

a

list of

topics for the first weeks of class, e.g. drugs, violence,
death, alcoholism, etc., but beyond identifying the topic,
it was difficult for me to engage them in any substantial

way in the process of defining specific sub-topics of interest,
choosing learning activities, identifying possible guest
speakers, etc.
The best classes were the ones where

particularly entertaining.

I

I

or

a

guest would be

have serious doubts about the

"teacher as an entertainer" model, although

I

have enjoyed and

learned from individuals who were entertaining speakers.

I

believe this process, as well as transmitting information,
transmits

a

meta-message as well and that is, that learning

is the passive reception of content,

the outside in.

I

i.e. learning comes from

believe that learning is interactive, that

we interact with the material to be learned and that we create
the meaning of that interaction.

I

supported students look-

ing to their own experience as a source of learning and truth

often to discover that they were frustrated by my unwilling-
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ness to tell them the "right answers".
I

liked the students in my class

no discipline problems.
sense,

a

great deal and had

As students in the traditional

they were fine, well behaved, compliant, polite, and

of average intelligence.

But my inability to spark or uncover much excitement in
the learning process was

source of continued frustration

a

and disappointment to me.
drew’

closer,

I

As the time to split the class

began to worry about the success of the person-

al responsibility training.

After seven weeks of social studies class,

I

was ready to

divide the class into two groups and administer the responsi-

bility training.

told the class that we would be split up

I

for two weeks and that while one group was meeting with me,
the other group could use the time to complete their out-of-

class assignment.

I

informed the class that

I

was trying out

two different types of workshops, one on personal responsibility and the other on creative thinking.

The class was very

enthusiastic largely because they would only be in class half
the usual amount of time for the next two weeks.

I

was ready

to present to half of my class material that had had

a

pro-

,

found effect on my life.

I

wondered what the outcome would be.

Ill

I

should have been prepared by my previous experience

with the class.

My presentation was greeted with questions

such as, What's going to be on the exam?
all of this?, etc.

I

realized that

students with material

I

Do we have to know

was presenting these

I

had considered useful, exciting and

enlightening, and to them it was just more "stuff", like so

many names and dates in history.

I

was unable to effectively

communicate my excitement, my interest.

I

plugged away for

two weeks ineffectively making continued efforts to crack their

indifference.

I

might just as well have been teaching the

history of the Erie Canal.
As the data in Chapter III indicates, not much happened
as a result of the training and

flecting on why.

There were

a

I

spent considerable time re-

lot of variables that could

The students were young, maybe

have affected the outcome.

seniors would respond better than freshmen or maybe an ex-

tended training would have had more effect or maybe
to spend more than an hour

a

I

needed

day with these students to be

able to intervene effectively in their lives.

variables would have some effect,

I

All of these

believe, but what

I

fin-

ally realized was that the most pervasive variable was the
element of compulsion.

Compulsion was

a

substantial part of
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the context of my relationship with
those students.

Compul-

sion was so fundamental to my relationship
with those students as to be virtually invisible to me.

They were students

in a compulsory class in a compulsory school.

They had ex-

perienced no sense of choice or need in being there.
I

was saying

Here is

,

a

There

useful concept that views you as

autonomous, free beings who create your own meaning and you
VG to learn it".

My content whispered and my content

My relationship with these students in

screamed.

way did not support the philosophy of what
perceived correctly that behavior
words.

is a

taught.

major

They

louder message than

had forgotten the way in which

I

I

a

I

learned about the

levels of personal responsibility, out of an internally per-

ceived need to grow and to know.
meaning, and
The more
the more

I

It was part of my search for

found it exciting because it fit my needs.

I

I

thought about the reaction of my students,

began to see it as appropriate to the circumstances

and consistent with the philosophy of personal responsibility.
We compelled these students to attend school, and this class in
particular, without much consideration about the student's

perceived needs.

Given that

school and forced to attend

a
a

student is forced to attend

particular class, about the
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only option left to that student is the
freedom to create

meaning in that situation.

it should not seem surprising

that many students in that situation choose to
make the content virtually meaningless.

To many students it probably

appears tnat is about the only way to express their reaction
to the compulsory nature of their situation.
I

was presenting material that was based on the existen-

tial notion that meaning is created by the individual and flows

from him into the world.

was saying to my students that you

I

literally create the world by the way in which you are conscious of

it.;

you apprehend billions of atoms and in that pro-

cess transform them into

a

meaningful reality and in this com-

pulsory school and compulsory class,

I

have decided this is

the moment to add this knowledge into you.

I

have decided

that you need to know this material right now regardless of

what you think you need to know.

I

do not believe that it

was impossible for this material to be meaningful and useful
to these students in these circumstances, not impossible, but

exceedingly unlikely.
I

was operating from

a

context that assumed that students

were incomplete, unfree and irresponsible.

operating from that context,

I

I

was not only

was the source of it.

I

was
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a teacher in a compulsory class in
a compulsory school.

All

was doing was presenting a contradiction
these kids had
heard before. Verbally I said you are free,
complete and
I

responsible.

Experientially

said you are incomplete,

I

unfree and irresponsible.
The Questionnaire

During the spring of 1977
questionnaire which

I

>

1

developed a true-false

hoped would prove to be a valid and

reliable indicator of a person's functioning level of personal responsibility.
The respondents were asked to mark true next to any

statement that accurately reflected their point of view.

Each statement was designed to represent a particular level
of personal responsibility between level
I

designed the questionnaire

I

1

and level 5*

As

was aware of how many varieties

of meaning could be achieved by changing the affect with which
a statement was read.

A single statement could convey a

number of meanings by being read with a feeling of anger,

philosophical resignation, acceptance, intellectual detachment, envy, etc.

The fact that the questionnaire would be

unable to represent these feeling
but

I

proceeded as planned.

states worried me a bit,
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I

recruited students for the research by going
to

variety of classes and giving

a

and asking for volunteers.

told the students that

I

a

short talk about the project
I

was

doing research to find out about their thoughts, feelings,

and attitudes on

a

variety of topics.

I

told them that

there would be a taped interview and a written questionnaire.
I

also assured them that there were no right and wrong ans-

wers and all materials would remain confidential.

I

was in-

terested to note the variety of responses to my plea for
volunteers.

Some kids were simply disinterested, others

were too shy to volunteer and some were suspicious of anything they perceived connected with the school administration.
The kids who did volunteer seemed to have

a

variety of motives,

some were glad for any break in the school routine, others

were curious and excited by the project itself, and still
others were interested in pleasing adults.
The research itself took place in a small room adjacent
to the library.

I

administered about 80% of the interviews

myself, with the remaining interviews conducted by two friends
of mine who were both familiar with Genthner's levels of per-

sonal responsibility and possessed good counseling skills.

Talking with the high school students who participated in the
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research was truly

a

pleasure.

It made me aware of how formal

and structured most of my other interactions with
students in

school are.

Although most of the students

I

talked with dis-

played some degree of nervousness during the interview, many

were clearly pleased to be

a

part of a process in which their

points of view, attitudes, feelings, and concerns were the focus
of the interaction.

Making these contacts with the students

was an unexpected pleasure that

I

will always value.

The single overwhelming impression

I

have of the interview

process was that of artifciality or what the existentialists

refer to as the "inauthentic life',"

I

realized how hard these

students were striving to present socially acceptable attitudes and points of view.

I

often felt that the student

I

was

speaking with was lacking spontaneity and genuineness in his
attempt to present

a

socially acceptable facade.

The students seemed to have accepted without much question
that the rewards in life come from playing the game correctly

according to some external set of standards.

The majority of

these students had seemingly surrendered their awareness of

their power to create meaning in their lives.

Even the stu-

dents who defined themselves as rebels had in my estimation
another.
mistakinaly thrown off one set of chains only to don
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They mistakingly assumed that their
error was in choosing
the wrong external belief system and they
simply chose,

another external belief system that was often the
antithisis
of the first.

They look for meaning out in the world; happi-

ness, satisfaction, self-worth, and

a

sense of purpose seem to

be the payoff for "getting it right", i.e. learning what the

rules are and playing by them.
I

sat across from students striving mightily to answer

my questions the way they hoped

I

wanted them to.

I

would

ask "What issues are important to you?" and these kids would
try and give me the right answer.

They had surrendered their

right to experience the world uniquely, personally and respon-

sibly as creators of their own meaning.
demands

a

I

believe my society

terrible price from its members when it pressures

them to submit to society rather than participate in it.
great majority of students

I

The

interviewed had no sense of

themselves as creators as the source of their own experience
and meaning.
These students reinforced my belief that in school as
a

teacher

I

have assumed that everything of worth in life

comes from the outside and is added into the person.

Values,

morality, attitudes are taught with the assumption that they
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need to be memorized rather than discovered by
children in
their interaction with the world.

At best

I

have been

teaching children to be responsible to society rather than

enabling them to be responsible for it.
One of the consequences of this process is that

I

create

generations of people who assume that the experience of satisfaction, happiness and purposeful living is the result of

playing the game right and collecting the symbols of success.
I

talked to many students who felt their lives would really

begin when they finished school, got jobs and got married.
They assumed that since they did not feel satisfied in their
present circumstances, they had to wait and change the circumstances.

Because they had always learned that everything

(i.e. learning,

values, meaning, the answers) flows into them

from the outside, they felt little personal power in themselves.

They could only play the game and hope for the "payoff", or in
the case of the rebels, refuse to play the game and hope for the

payoff

.

Essentially, these students felt that life flowed into them

from out in the world and the most they could do was "position"
themselves correctly in hopes of receiving some

goodies

.

I

are the
believe that life flows out from us into the world; we
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source of meaning.

I

do not believe that we find happiness

out in the world, but rather happiness is a place we can

come from as we go out into the world.
I

believe that an historical consequence of our sociali-

zation process (i.e. the pressure to accept the externally
imposed norms of our society) is that it fosters the "inauthentic life" and creates conditions that make it difficult
for persons to discover their birthright of freedom and

responsibility.

.
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Footnotes

ed

^Abraham H. Mas low, Toward A Psychology of Being
(New York:
D. Van Nostrand Co., 1968), p. 46.
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CHAPTER

V

SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS
Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations
ihe major purposes of this study were to:

Design, administer and evaluate a personal respon-

1.

sibility training program for high school students.
To design, administer and evaluate a true-false

2.

questionnaire whose purpose was to measure the personal responsibility level of high school students.
3

•

?o attend to and learn from my own experience of

completing this study.

Personal Responsibility Training Summary

During the 1976-77 school year,

I

designed and adminis-

tered a two week long Personal Responsibility Training Program
for high school students.

The training program was based on

"A Manual For Rating Personal Responsibility" by

Dr. Robert Genthner (See Appendix A).
1977,

I

During the spring of

administered the training to one half of a freshman

social studies class in an effort to determine if the

training would demonstrably affect in-class indices (i.e.
attendance and grades) of effective self-management on the

.
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part of students.

The other half of the class received a

different training program and served as

a

control group.

The entire social studies class was taught in

a

manner that

supported responsible self-directed participation on the part
of the students.

Personal Responsibility Training

-

Conclusion.

The personal responsibility training did not affect in

any demonstrable way in-class indices of effective self-

management on the part of students.

Personal Responsibility Training

-

Implications & Recommendations

The major implication of this study for me is that the

context from which

what

I

I

do things is far more persuasive than

do in that context.

My context of schooling is my

unexamined, fundamental assumptions, ideas, beliefs, attitudes,

and points of view about human nature that literally form the

ground of being from which schooling takes place.

My ideas

that form the ground of being or context for schooling are
a

context because they are invisible, i.e. unconscious «nd

unexamined.

My context

is not

what

I

do in school, but rather

in school.
it is the position from which I do what I do
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Specifically,

I

attempted to present

a

training course

to high school students that would
enable them to see them-

selves as autonomous, responsible persons who
are the source
of experience or meaning in their own
lives.

What became

apparent to me as the training proceeded was that my
context
(*• *

e

•

ra

y unexamined beliefs from which schooling occurs)

school was in direct opposition to the philosophy of what
was presenting.

of
I

The philosophical position of the personal

responsibility training was that persons are responsible,
free, complete human beings who in and by their interaction

with the world, create meaningful experience for themselves.
As
a

I

examined my experience of school, as both

teacher,

I

a

student and

found that my context or unexamined, fundamental

set of beliefs that

I

operate from in school were in direct

contradiction to those of the personal responsibility training.
In school

I

come from

a

position that students are in-

complete, unfree and irresponsible.

In school

I

stress ac-

ceptable behavior rather than responsible behavior, i.e.

am more concerned with

a

I

student's particular behavior than

with that student’s relationship with his behavior.

In school

it is perfectly acceptable for me to have a stuaent submit to

the rules even if this costs him his sense of personal autonomy.

.
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I

promote conformity to school life
rather than participation

in it.

In my press for expedience in
school,

I

am willing to

settle for orderliness without concern for
what following orders

means for students.

A willingness to obey orders has been at

the root of some major tragedies in history,
yet in school,

I

settle for this willingness every time.
In school

I

come from the position that students are in-

complete and see the process of completion as one of adding
in things

(i.e. skills,

ideas, values, etc.)

to the student.

The notion of teacher and teaching is one of the most misleading
I

believe, and

myself as

a

I

cling to it tenaciously because

teacher.

in being a teacher;

I

I

define

have money, prestige, meaning invested

it is part of my context,

the role of being a teacher.

I

identify with

If I could separate myself from

the role of teaching, then maybe

I

would be more willing to

look and see the implications of

a

teacher-student relation-

ship, and

I

might be more willing to redefine my role with

students
I

might be willing to see myself as

a

learning resource

person or learning facilitator who assists students in the
process of acquiring skills and knowledge.

Many will see the

so
terms learning resource person and learning facilitator as
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much empty educational rhetoric.

It will be empty rhetoric

if I do not transform the context from which

I

do schooling,

transform my unconscious assumptions about the incompleteness
and irresponsibility of human beings.

If

I

change the titles

or otherwise tamper with the content of schooling without

transforming my context,
confusion.
tive,

I

will merely add to my existing

Changes will not work; if

I

am to be truly effec-

must fundamentally transform my context in which

hold all that
I

I

I

I

do in school.

see students as complete, whole human beings who learn

something when they experience the subject matter as meaning ful ! in some way.

cannot be imposed.

A person must choose to learn, learning

When

a

learning situation is forced on

a

student, he will probably choose to learn just enough to alle-

Such learning is trivial, short-lived

viate the pressure.

and deadens the satisfaction possible in the educational process

.

Yet in school

I

lead students into the myth of incomplete-

ness and convince many of them that they need to go to college
to become a "finished" human being prepared to participate in

society.

Students buy the notion that they need to go to

college to be able to survive in today's world.

The truth is
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that they are complete, existing
human beings whose survival
is assured.

Their bodies will live until they die,
college

or no college, and they will create
happiness and satisfac-

tion

m

their lives, if they choose to, with or
without the

symbols of success.
My context of school denies this human wholeness;
it

denies the ability of every human being to create the experi-

ence of happiness and satisfaction here and now.
I

In school

say you are incomplete and only when you accumulate the

symbols of success, will you experience wholeness and satis-

faction in your life.

Get the high school degree, the col-

lege degree, the good job, the right spouse, the right house,

and then you can experience
I

a

satisfying life.

believe my context of schooling denies

a

student his

birthright by lieing to him about his abilities as

a

human

being to create his own experience of life.
I

believe, and this belief is fundamental to the person-

al responsibility material, that human beings have the ability
to create and transform their experience of living at every

moment of their lives.

Human beings are always complete and

always responsible for creating their experiences of life.
These existential assumptions fly in the face of

rty
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context of schooling.

My context

is

extremely powerful, both

historically and in the present, because it
has almost unanimous agreement.

is

invisible and

Without transforming my con-

text in which schooling occurs, the personal responsibility

training and other like reforms are reduced to gestures.

Noble

actions doomed to failure.
The personal responsibility training

improved in

I

designed could be

number of ways, and it might seem appropriate

a

to include some suggestion for improvement in the recommenda-

tions for further research, but
I

write this

I

am not going to do so.

I

As

realize that more, better and different re-

forms added into my existing school context would serve only
to add to my confusion.

What

I

believe is needed is

a

conscious examination of

the context from which we do schooling, i.e. that web of un-

conscious assumptions from which we come into our schools.

We must be willing to take responsibility for our assumptions
of irresponsibility,

incompleteness and compulsion and trans-

form our context to one of responsibility, completeness and
freedom.
Finally,

I

would say that

I

do not see schools as a culprit

that represents
in this situation, but rather as an institution

and comes from the context of our society as

a

whole.
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Persona 1 Respo n sibili t y Questionnaire

During the school year of 1976-77,

ministered

a

-

Summary

designed and ad-

I

true-false questionnaire whose purpose was to

measure the level of personal responsibility
that
was operating from.

a

student

The questionnaire was administered to

twenty-eight students in the spring of 1977.

The students

also provided taped interviews which were rated for level of

personal responsibility by

a

method whose reliability and

validity had already been established by research.^

The

questionnaire was scored and questionnaire scores were compared with the taped interview scores to determine if the

questionnaire was useful in measuring personal responsibility.

Personal Responsibility Questionnaire

-

Conclusion

The personal responsibility questionnaire was not useful
in measuring a student's perceived level of personal responsi-

bility.

Personal Responsibility Questionnaire
mmendations

-

Implications and Reco -

All but one of the students who completed the personal

responsibility questionnaire scored higher on the questionnaire than they did on the taped interview.

To me it seems
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that the difference is between their actual perceived
level
of personal responsibility (as indicated by the taped
inter-

view) and their ability to recognize responsible answers

indicated by their score on the questionnaire)

.

(as

The ability

to recognize responsible answers and the disparity between

chose answers and their actual perceived level of personal

responsibility is consistent with their experience of our
culture.

Our culture creates strong pressure for people to

act responsibly, and this pressure makes sense only if our

culture is coming fro m the position that people are essentially

irresponsible.

Students receive two messages, one it is

desireable to act responsibily (hence their higher scores on
the questionnaire) and our second more powerful contextual

message, that they are not responsible persons.
This disparity is an example of the difference between
the content and context messages broadcast by mein school.

The content message of my school would have students believe
that they are free, responsible and complete human beings

participating as citizens in society, while the context from

which

I

operate in school transmits the message that students

are unfree, irresponsible and incomplete.
As

I

said in Chapter IV, many students strived to present

an acceptable picture of themselves

to me

with acceptable

.
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goals and values.

It was this very process of trying to be

responsible appropriate, acceptable person that rang

a

hollow.

Trying to be anything is

powerful behavioral state-

a

ment that one believes he is not what he is trying to be.

Underlying the presentations of these students was their belief that they

were in fact incomplete, insufficient and

irresponsible

My students have gotten and internalized my school message perfectly, and they recreate it in their lives.

They

try and act or become responsible and complete (my school

content or verbal message) while believing in themselves as
incomplete and irresponsible (my school context or lived

message).
Again,

The kids have gotten exactly what
I

want to say that

I

I

am putting out.

do not see schools as wrong

or villians in this situation, but rather

I

see them as

representative institutions in our society whose larger
context is one of unworkability.

Experiential Learning

-

Implications

The third major purpose of this study was for me to

attend to and learn from my own experience of this research.
create a
It is clear to me that as an individual I also

context in which

I

"hold" this study.

My context is those
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unconscious fundamental beliefs that form the
position
think

f rom

when

I

I

examine my experience of this research.

If I did not examine and take responsibility
for the context

m

which the personal responsibility training and the question-

naire occurred, this research would have had the same impact
on
me as

i_he

responsibility training had on the high school/ it

would have been

gesture.

a

Chapter II of this study is

a

broad review of the litera-

ture, both philosophical and psychological.

This review was

much more extensive than the narrow review of related research
demanded by formal dissertation requirements.

I

decided that

this more extensive review was necessary for my own edification
as

I

began to examine my own context for holding the implica-

tions of this study.

with and include

a

I

felt it was important to be familiar

review of the major psychological and philo-

sophical "schools" of thought as regards man' freedom and

responsibility.

Chapter IV is

a

summary of my examination of my own

experience of doing the research for this study.

It was this

examination of my experience that made this study profound
for me rather than merely interesting.

Had

I

been content to

merely examine the conclusions warranted by the data,

I

might

have spent years trying to improve the personal responsibility
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training for schools.

I

could have continually changed

procedures and processes within the context of my school

work without ever grasping the fundamental impact of the
context itself.

This Chapter would have contained the usual

recommendations for further research (i.e. more personal

responsibility training or different personal responsibility
or better personal responsibility training) which would have

added to my confusion.

Instead,

school reform had to be

a

grasped that meaningful

I

transformation of my context in

which my school efforts took place.
A context cannot be discovered by merely examining the

facts within that context.

A context cannot be deduced from

'‘gotten" or grasped or intuitively

the facts,

it must be

realized.

My context is the position

meaning to the facts in my life.
context,

I

I

come from when I give

Because

I

think from

a

am unable to arrive at that context by thinking.

One can see with his eye, but cannot see his eye.

One can

think from his context, but not think to it.
The following is an example of the pervasive effect of

my context and what can happen when

I

"see" and take respon-

sibility for it.
I

have had fairly extensive experience as

reflective listening counselor.

During

a

a

non-directive,

recent period

I
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attempted to "help" Susan, the woman

am engaged to marry.

I

We would discuss issues that were troubling
her and

I

would

use my reflective listening skills to help her work
through

what was bothering her.

This process was not very effective

and often disintegrated into arguments with Susan not

feeling helped or supported at all.
In the fall of 1976 we both took the est^ training and

during the training
I

I

"saw" or "got" that the context in which

held my helping effort was one of making Susan wrong for

her experience,

I

realized that

I

thought from the position

that Susan was somehow incomplete or irresponsible, that her

experience was inappropriate and needed to be changed.

I

am

certain she responded to the messages in my context of this
"helping" relationship, i.e. there must be something wrong

with her if she needed "help", and

I

must be right if

Susan, one down, Bob, one up.

"helping" her.

I

I

was

did not

figure any of this out from the facts of our relationship,

rather
I

I

saw that that was my context or position from which

came into the relationship.

Now it is much more possible for me to genuinely be

supportive of her efforts to grow.

her wrong, it is clear

Whenever

I

I

Now when

I

am making

am making her wrong not helping her.

ior
become aware of and take responsibility

a
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belief that is part of my context, that
belief immediately
becomes content as my context expands to include
it.
liefs form

a

context from which

I

Be-

think only as long as they

remain unconscious and as long as they remain
unconscious,

remain at their effect.

When

I

grasp that

belief has formed part of my context,
sible for it or cause it.

When

I

I

When

I

particular

am able to be respon-

am unconscious of my be-

liefs which form the position from which

beliefs.

a

I

I

think,

I

am those

become conscious of and take responsibility

for those beliefs,

I

am able to have them rather than being

them or being had by them.

When large numbers of people hold the same unconscious
beliefs, those beliefs become the context for our society

and its institutions.

from which

I

Those beliefs become the positions

come into society.

Examining my experience of

the personal responsibility training allowed me to grasp that

my context in which my school work takes place contains beliefs about the incompleteness and irresponsibility of

students.

My context transmits

mental and powerful than

a

training program could do.

a

message far more funda-

two week personal responsibility
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My experience of this study has also shown me that true
school reform will only occur when

I

am willing to take

responsibility for and transform the context in which
schooling takes place.

,
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Footnotes

^Robert W. Genthner and Daniel E. Jones, "A System For
Assessing Personal Responsibility: Validity, Reliability
and Rater Trainability " Journal of Persona la lit y Assessment
,

(1976,
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p.

269.
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APPENDIX A
A MANUAL FOR RATING

PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY
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A Manual for Rating
Personal Responsibility

Robert W. Genthner
One of the common denominators of most psychotherapies
is the goal for the recipient of the therapy
to take more
i

esponsibility and eventually total responsibility for his

life

No mat ter what theoretical bias the therapist is

.

working under, if at some point the client is not weaned to
assume the principal role in his life, he will not grow,

self-actualize

gain,

,

be cured, utilize his insights or

manage his stimulus contingencies.

Thus one aspect of all

therapies is an attempt to de-victimize the self perceived

victim by getting the client to change his perceptions of
himself.
It seems then that psychotherapy, group or individual,
is indicated only in those cases where the recipient can do

something about his plight.

At the termination of success-

ful treatment, the client should be better able to answer
the question,

"what is it about me that contributed to my

state of affairs and how can

I

change myself (to change my

situation) to make me more happy and more effective".
one is totally a victim of circumstances.

No

At the very least

in the worst situation a person has the choice of life or
death.

The following scale is offered both as a tool for the
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assessment of a person’s general functioning as well
as a
tool for focusing on growth retarding behavior and
attitudes

within an individual.

In evaluating an individual's overall

levej. of functioning,

one should make an evaluation based on

the modal behaviors as most people will exhibit some be-

havior from each level.

It is not an assertion of this

scale that all parameters of effective functioning are sub-

sumed under personal responsibility, but rather personal

responsibility is one important component of healthy functioning.

Level

1

At this level the individual takes no responsibility for his life. He has ostensibly
given up accountability. An individual at
this level may be described as extremely
apathetic or irritable. He portrays himself
as overwhelmed by life and life circumstances.
He
He sees most things as happening to him.
He almost never acis the powerless victim.
cepts the consequences of his actions..

Energy
A person or response at level one lacks any direction-

ful energy.

Level one is characterized by extreme apathy

and sense of hopelessness and helplessness.
do occur,

When actions

they tend to be unrealistic and non-goal related.

Actions are sporadic, impulsive and stereotypic.

At this

level a person expends the minimal level of energy to survive.

He does not attend to his personal hygiene or groom-

ing with any consistency.
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Focus
A level one focus is totally outward.

A person at this

level sees himself as a victim without any responsibility
for his life.

When confronted with his state of affairs,

he resigns himself to the fact that "nothing pays off any-

way"

.

He lives as if he is bracing for another blow.
He does not get angry easily or usually at all, since

"it would do no good".

In fact overt anger is a sign that

the person is moving to a higher level.

Some therapists

will try to provoke anger in a level one person to mobilize
some energy and then hopefully redirect it.
A level one person does not have an active attitude of

self pity, but he tells his life like a

hard,

luck story.

He is not self-righteous, but rather a defeated victim.

At this level one may find extreme dependence develop;

on the "doctor", the "hospital" or relatives.

He has exter-

nalized his life as completely as he can so he does not have
to take responsibility for failure.

Crises Management
At level one crises are resolved only by going to someone for help.

Putting the problem in other's hands either

directly or indirectly.

Crises are just another verifica-

tion of the victimization of the individual.

He does not

feel
feel responsible for what happens to him so he does not

responsible to do anything about it.

Daily crises serve to

level
perpetuate the severe identity crises from which a

.

.
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one person suffers.

Suicide
At this level suicide is a high risk.

Especially as a

person moves from level 1.0 to 1.5 toward 2.0.

This ener-

gizing on a background of helplessness may culminate in
suicide

Language
A level one person is totally other oriented.

He talks

about his problems as if they were all caused by his unfor-

tunate circumstances.

He describes himself as if he had no

mastery over things and events.

His perspective is almost

always outside -in rather than originating from within himself.

When he is encouraged to act on his life, he resists,

explaining that it is hopeless and futile to try.

Examples

of level one verbalizations:
1.

"What is the use.
accomplished

Nothing can be

"Nothing ever turns out right."
"It is so hard it's impossible."
"It just isn't worth trying."

"You do it."
2.

When offered direction from a helper:
P.

"The world is against you -- it
isn't worth trying. Even my husband doesn't care."

T.

"I hear your despair. .1 wonder,
have you tried to change .... ualk
to your husband?"
.
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P.

"It wouldn't do any good, nothing
ever does."

Ihe indicators of level one in this interaction
are

many.

The P has externalized all the blame and has seeming-

ly given up.

She sees her problems as caused by her hus-

band and the entire world.

It is important in rating a

person's general functioning that the rater is not misled by
cliches and non-literal sayings.

For example, this woman's

remark that, "the whole world is against you", is a level
one response, yet she could in fact be functioning generally

higher if this is just a cliche.

A level one assessment is

indicated by her reaction to the T's suggestion of action:
She goes deeper into her despair, helplessness and total

externalization of the problem, i.e. "nothing ever does."
Other indicators of her low level of personal respon-

sibility are her depersonalizations of the content.

She

uses "it" as her major subject and even depersonalizes her
sense of victimization (i.e., "the world is against you "

rather than "the world is against me.")

,

Thus she says impli-

citly in this brief encounter; "I am ineffective since

nothing

I

do gets the results I want especially with my hus-

band", and "My misfortune is his and the rest of the world’s

fault."

She says all this without ever verbally owning any

part of it.

Hallucinations and extreme paranoia are often level one
indicators.

A person might say,

This voice spoke to me and

.
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told me to do it."

This is an excellent device for denying

personal responsibility.

Thinking people are following you

or a delusional system that includes paranoia is also a

mechanism for denying personal responsibility.

Often times

at level one present problems are seen as caused by unfortu-

nate past experiences, terrible childhoods or domineering

mothers
A person may attempt to manipulate others be repre-

senting himself as extremely victimized.

He may not truly

perceive himself this way but he feels he can gain some

advantage through this kind of manipulation.

In this case,

the person would be rated 1.5 since there is the implication

that he can do something about his state, however indirectly.

Level

2

At level two the individual has depersonalized his approach to life problems. However he does show by his tone and unwillingness to give up, some signs of personal
responsibility. At level two a person may
talk about his problems in abstract terms,
without personal references. He may be
battling external forces either passively
He sees a specific force outor actively.
side him as being the cause of his problems
sex, his job, his wife, etc.).
(e.g.:
Because the level two individual is pursuing
a solution to his problems by anger or
depersonalized exploration, he does have
some sense of personal responsibility.

Energy
A person at level two may at times mobilize his energy.

Especially if he is pursuing "the enemy."

His energy is

apparent in
not always directly observable, but may be
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indirect ways.

For example, when confronted, some
level two

people will respond with a direct attack
at the confronter
while others wait and verbally sneak up on the
confronter

during a discussion of a different subject.
V/ith the

He never deals

issue or content of the confrontation but may

attack the confronter personally.

The energy of a level

two person or response is aimed at defending himself against
the outsio.e world.

person

s

This is further indicated by a level two

propensity to blame and build a case against a

threat (even when the threat is not present) by rumor, gossip or backbiting.

Focus
The focus of a level two person is both past and future.
He rarely lives in the now.

He is licking his wounds from

past battles and is anticipating future wars.

A level two

person rarely enjoys what he is doing but can only gain
pleasure in his accomplishments in retrospect, if at all.

Blaming is the sine qua non of the level two person.
He sees his problems as caused by his circumstances without

seeing his role in the situation at all.
is an artist at self-pity.

A level two person

His self-pity may take the form

of whinning submissiveness or active self-righteousness.

Level two behavior is constantly focused at absolving personal responsibility.

They are professional victims.

Un-

like the level one person, a level two person actively pur-

sues the perspective of himself

a.s

victim.

Even joy and
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happiness are seen as brought on by external
events rather
than earned or emanating from within.
It is important to note that
depersonalization of a

problem is level two behavior.

A person may not actively

blame something or someone but he may not own
his problem,
e.g.,
Sex is a funny thing.
Is it emotional or physical?"

In this example there is no personalization of the
problem
or concern about sex.

A level two person has not fully made the distinction

between himself and his external world.
lizes issues and conflicts.

He often persona-

Projection is a common defense

mechanism of a level two person because he defines himself
in terms of the external and the external in terms of himself.

At his deepest levels he feels threatened by his

external world since he has given control and thus respon-

sibility to the outside.

at the surface he may seem

Yet,

contentious, hostile or passive to others.

feeling "I am what

I

Rather than

am and the situations and people

counter may influence me, but

I

I

en-

have control over the in-

fluence", he feels at the mercy of what he encounters.
One common approach to threat for a level two person
therefore,

is to define the source as bad or not good and,

not a part of him.

Thus there are two categories of things:

good and, therefore, something to identify with, or bad and,
therefore, something with which to dis-identify

.

But in

both cases the person gives up to the external stimulus and
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then either embraces it or battles it.
The difference between level one and level
two is that

while a person functioning at level one does not take
respon-

sibility at all for his life, a level two person takes some
responsibility.

At level two there is an implied personal

perspective, but there is no verbalization of personal responsibility.

lor example, a person who gets angry or pas-

sively aggressive has some feeling that his action will make
a difference.

Cri se s Management

Crises are viewed from a level two perspective as

identity threats.

They must be dealt with by neutralization

or active externalization of responsibility.

uses is a discrediting through negation.

The tool he

Argumentum ad

Hominum is the argument approach against people perceived
as threatening.

Thus a level two person sees a "threatening

person" as the cause of his problems, not his own process
of defining the person as threatening.

Suicid e
Suicide for a level two person is usually a gesture and

when successful is probably a mistake or miscalculation.
Since a level two person has defined himself in terms of

external events or people (a career, a lover, wife, parents,
etc.) when these things change in relation to him, he may

try to manipulate them by threatening suicide.

For

example,

ccme
a man whose wife has left him may say "if you don t

"

:
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back, I'll kill myself."

This is paradoxical, since what

he is really saying is "If you don't take
responsibility for

m y Ills

i

I

will show you who is really responsible

me

,

.

Suicide is the ultimate act of personal responsibility,

following which there are no future acts.
Language
A level two person's language is externally focused.
He has not given up like a level one person, but is

battling the opposition.

He verbalizes things like,

"If

it weren't for so and so," or "If things were different."

Like the bad carpenter who blames his tools rather than

taking responsibility for his poor workmanship.
big word in the level two vocabulary.

"If" is a

All failures are seen

as caused to him rather than being caused by him.

Some

examples
1.

"My husband is constantly mistreating me."
(If it weren't for him, things would be OK.)
"I would have gotten a good mark if I had
a better teacher."
"This clinic really stinks." (If it didn't,
I would be better off.)
"It was my unconscious."

One cue to level two verbalizations is that what is implied
or stated is:
2.

"If things were different,

I

would be alright

When offered direction from a helper.
P.

T.
P.

"Nothing seems to go right. My husband
doesn't even care."
"I hear your despair...! wonder ... have
you tried to change, talk to your husband?
He wouldn't
"It wouldn't do any good.
about somecare
If only he would
listen.
"
thing.
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In this interaction the P sounds
at first like a level one
person since her first response is at level
one, but when

offered direction, she pinpoints her externalization
to
her husband. Thus she has not totally given
There
up.
is the implication that if she could, change
her husband,

then things would alright.

Note also that she does not say

"if only he would care about me."

Level

3

The level three individual verbalizes some
responsibility for himself; his feelings,
thoughts and behaviors. At this level the
individual exhibits partial commitment to
personal responsibility. He blames others as
often as he looks to himself for the cause of
his problems.
Thus his focus of responsibility
is sometimes on himself and sometimes on others.
A level three person may assume a personal
focus and then cancel it by searching for reasons why he is not responsible.

Energy
A level three person utilizes his energy resources in
a more productive manner than a level two person.

constantly depleting

He is not

his energy like level two people be-

cause at times he rejuvenates it through introspection.

It

is at this level that growth is first possible since a per-

sonal perspective creates growth energy or at least a way
out of the situation toward better situations.

His energy is

directed toward both making discriminations about himself and

searching for the faults of others.
Focus
The level three person is focused inward some of the
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time and outward at other times.

He splits his time be-

tween owning up to his share of the responsibility and finding the other culprits.

He searches for right and wrong.

Often times he may be characterized as one who is seeking
"truth".

Rather than looking at himself and fully exa-

mining his role, he is concerned with who is really to blame.
(It is important to note that searching for truth is not

viewed as bad except in those cases when it interferes with
the seeker knowing himself.)

Thus a level three person may

indeed be right about the wrong doings of others, but he

allows this knowledge to interfere with his understanding
of himself.

He may

hold both an external blaming focus as

well as a personally responsible perspective and the external focus masks a full commitment to the personal one.
example, he may hold that,

For

"He should not have said such and

such, but the people he said it to deserved it."

Thus he

never fully understands the impact of his first response,
"He should not have said such and such."

While level two is fully self-righteous, a level three

person has a sense of fair self-righteousness.

Rather than

battling the external blindly like a level two, a level three
has a keen sense of the fairness and justice of a situation.
He may be more often right than wrong in his perceptions and

accusations, but these perceptions serve to blind him of a

fully personal perspective.
A level three person floats in and ouc oi pei sonal
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responsibility, looking at himself when it is safe and out
at others when he feels threatened.

Part of the difference

between levels two and three is that level three is threatened less so the personal perspective is more frequent and
for longer periods of time.

Crisis Management
At level three crises are viewed as both a threat and
an opportunity for growth.

The individual may go through a

grappling and fighting with the perceived external threat and
emerge with greater self-understanding after "things" quiet

down (he quiets down or gains control).

Thus a confronta-

tion may precipitate an identity crisis which is defended

against and then followed by a personal focus and greater
und e r s t arid i ng of self.

Sui cide

Suicide for a level three person may be an existential
and personal consideration, but never a realistic alternative

.

Language
At level three the language a person uses reflects his

split allegiances to the external and personal.

He balances

between focusing on his role in the situation and actively

blaming others.
for a
One common approach to talking about problems

the pronouns
level three person is to diffuse them by using
at times disasyou" or "one" without saying "I". He may

:

.

.
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sociate himself and talk about things in an "as if" format.
If offended by someone due to not being invited some-

where, he may use this information to negate the other perHe shadows the fact that he cared for this person, but

son.

does not cover it up entirely,
anger,

"I

really cared for John, but

insensitive".
"I

for example, he might say in
I

can see he must be

Thus he has owned his feelings somwhat

really cared for John..."

Yet he negates his feelings

by using the past tense (cared) and then negatively defining
John.

He deepes feelings are hurt because he cares, which

he admits to slightly and then masks with anger.

One does

not get angry unless one cares about the target of that

anger

Examples
1.

It
"I am concerned about what you said.
upset me a lot."
"I know I am responsible but those guys
set me up."
"I know I have to be my own person but
these obstacles won't let me by."

The person

One cue to level three is the word but.

starts in a direction of personal responsibility and then

reverses

—
2.

using "but"

,

or an implied

but

.

Therapist-Patient interaction.
offers direction:

Therapist

Even my

P.

"Nothing seems to go right.
husband doesn't care.

T.

"I hear your despair... I wonder....
have you tried to change, talk to

your husband?"

.

"

.
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P.

"I know I

should.

is so slippery.
him down.

I want to but he
It is hard to hold

Thus the P sees her responsibility but is careful to main-

tain that her busband is just as responsible.

Her perspec-

tive is split between seeing her own responsibility and an

externalization of blame.
Level 4
The level four individual takes total responsibility
for his life.
He is capable of personal introspection.
At level four the individual's perspective is personal
more than it is on the faults of others. He rarely
blames others for his unfortunate circumstances and he
rarely depersonalizes his problems by abstaction.
At level four there is a complete understanding of
personal responsibility. The limitation of this level
lies in the fact that the individual has not committed
himself to an effective action program to solve his
problems

Energy
At level four a person has an abundance of energy.
is alive and vital.

He

He may have some physical exercise pro-

gram because he knows that the effective expenditure of

energy creates more energy.

A level four person realizes

that some situations and people are energy drainers yet he
does not always act fully in accord witn these discj-imina-

tions

.

In general the energy resources (both psychological

his
and physical) of a level four person are seen by him as

responsibility

.

He realizes that the decisions

lie

makeb

much energy
about how to spend his time will determine how
he has
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Focus
The level four person focuses inwardly more than

outwardly.

He spends a minimum of energy focused on the

other person's wrongs.

This is not to say he does not make

discriminations between his responsibility and the responsibility of others.

He spends a minimum of time dwelling on

others shortcomings.

toward introspection.

He directs some of his time and energy
A level four person might find that

he is angry following a conflict with another person, but

he dwells only minimally on this anger and attempts to

resolve it by examining his role in the situation and using
this information to grow.
At level four a person only infrequently gets caught
in the

'.fairness'

trap.

He does not spend a lot of time

avoiding his problems by championing the cause of truth.
Crises Management
At level four crises are viewed as a challenge.

implies that there is some threat but it is minimal.

This
He

uses the crises as a focus or precipitant to look into

himself and gain better understanding.

He may know that

to grow.
he is only part wrong, but he uses this knowledge

Suicide
suicide at an
A level four person may have considered

earlier level, but he has chosen life.

For him suicide

personal one.
only an academic issue and not a

.is

"
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Language
A level four person's language is focused on
himself.

He uses the word "I" frequently and appropriately.

When

commenting on a situation or person, he is careful in that
he takes ownership for his feelings.

He does not diffuse

his position by denying ownership of the problem nor does
he try to gain collective support for his attitudes by

getting others to agree with him.
Thus when a level four person is unhappy with someone's
behavior, he does not say "that is no good," which implies
he has external support for his statement.
"I feel that person acted inappropriately."

He might say,

A level four

statement, then, attempts to communicate with precision so
as not to distort the meaning of what is being said either

in the speakers favor or against him.

Examples:
1.

"I am dissatisfied with how I behaved and
must change
"I get angry at him for what he does in
I must learn to control my biases."
class.
I had the chance and blew it."
"I am sad.
.

In these three responses the speaker externalizes

somewhat, but owns the problem.

In the first response the

fact that he has not begun to change is an external limitation.

In the second case there is the involvement of the

external stimulus source, followed by a growth statement.
external
In the third the speaker has not resolved the
problem.

There is also implied some continued involvement

"
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on an external level by the regret he expresses.
2.

Therapist-Patient interaction:
P.

"I feel bad.
I can't seem to get along
with my husband.

T.

"I hear your despair.. I wonder. .have
you tried to change, talk to your
husband?"

P.

"I will.
It is up to me and no one
can do it for me

.

.

In this exchange the P is able to use the direction im-

mediately.

She uses the therapist's offered direction to

take greater responsibility.

Level 5
The level five individual takes total responsibility
for his life.
Kis ability to introspect and understand his contribution to his problems and experiences
He is capable of making accurate
is full and fluid.
discriminations between his contribution and external
contributions, yet he never dwells on how others have
contributed to his problems. At level five there is
an Indication of responsible personal action directed
toward resolving his problems decisively. The individual owns his problems and actions and fully accepts
At level five the
the consequences of his behavior.
person usually learns something about himself from
his conflicts.

Ene rgy
A level five person is operating at his peak most of

the time.

He may have developed an exercise program that

maintains his condition and offers him energy resources in
a crisis.

At level five a person wastes none of his resources

personal
for he knows that he is responsible for his life and
growth.

Focus
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At level five a person is not burdened by external

manifestations of his problem.

He is sensitive to feedback

from others but does not allow himself to be ruled by this
stimuli.

V\!hen

he makes a discrimination about a situation,

he acts on that discrimination and is nbt tormented by

doubt.

If he makes a mistake, he uses that information to

direct future behaviors, but does not mourn his ineffectiveness.

He realizes that he can do nothing about the past

except to learn how to act more effectively in the future.
A person at this level does not ever waste time

complaining about the shortcomings of others.

His purpose

is to become the best person he can and he realizes that
v/hile he

can help others, social commentary is a waste of

time once he has made a discrimination.

When misunderstood, a level five person may try to
correct the misunderstanding but does not need to.

His

self definition is secure in that he does not interpret

confrontations or misunderstandings as challenges to his
self worth.
A level five person does not yield to social pressure.

not feel
If drinking alcohol is the social norm and he does
like drinking, he simply chooses not to.

He has not

and does
externalized his sense of self in food or drink

not eat or drink to excess to feel good.
A level

five person is fully self aware.

He knows his

open to change and
contribution to situations and is fully
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growth when appropriate.

At level five a person is

continually becoming more and more personally responsible.
He examines his role in all situations and uses this under-

standing to become more complete.
Crise s
A crisis point or what would be a crisis for a lesser

functioning individual is a pre-test for a level five person.

He is fully able to use the information about himself

in the immediate.

If he decides he needs the resources of

another person to help solve the problem, he asks for help
but takes the responsibility for working it out.

He uses

helpers as allies rather than depending on them for solutions.

Su i cide
Suicide at level five is not an issue.

He has chosen

life and realizes that life is the only responsible choice.

Language
At level five a person speaks openly about himself and
his sentences reflect his personal perspective.

He rarely

concerns himself with speculations about others,

he realizes

that continually asserting negative feelings about another

person serves to take the focus away from himself.
mental
If he is unhappy with another person, he makes a
he ha^
note and reminds himself not to act in the ways
someone
He realizes that commenting critically on
observed.

has asked for
else serves no purpose unless the person

that person.
criticism and then the focus is formally on

"

"

:
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(In rating a person's level of personal responsibility,

the

context of the behavior plays a major role.)

When communicating about a person or situation, a
level five person avoids imprecision and rarely speculates

very far from the observable data.

If he is making second

order inferences, he is fully careful not to shadow his

inferences because of a desire to avoid his personal
perspective.

He does make value judgments and he realizes

they are subjective.

Examples
1.

"I know I must develop a greater agility in

politically sensitive situations. Yesterday
I was able to inhibit an inappropriate
confrontation.
This must
"I make myself angry with John.
differences."
of
our
be a dimension
While this
"My wife and I are in conflict.
I must
situation,
reflects my sense of the
her's."
be careful not to violate
2.

Therapist-Patient interaction:
P.

"I feel bad.

with my husband
T.

P.

can't seem to get along

I
.

"I hear your despair...! wonder have you
tried to change, talk to your husband?"

have worked out a program for
on what kinds of things in
based
myself
I
the situation precipitate conflict.
his
about
myself
upset
I
am realizing
beliefs concerning women and this is
because of how dearly I hold the value
of equality of sexes."
"Yes.

I

_

Thus,

level five
(while this is somewhat artificial since a

situation) her final
person would probably not be in this
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emark

...

,

although not conceding to her husband, shows how she

uses the conflict to define her feelings more clearly.

She

may conclude divorce, tolerance, or re-education for her
husband but this does not interfere with her freedom to

understand herself from the conflict.

Level five is often

the resolution stage when a person is functioning at a

lower level in a problem area.

Summary
The scale is a continuum of victimization.

At the

lowest levels an individual does not act on his life in a

personally constructive manner.

He is not willing to accept

the consequences of his actions.

When he focuses on his

problems, he masks his role and responsibility by searching
for the faults of others.

At the highest levels the indi-

vidual accepts total responsibility for his problems.

He

does not see himself as a victim and he is willing to act

responsibly to solve his problems.

He does not mask or deny

his responsibility, but faces his problems directly looking
to

himself for the solution.

If he needs help resolving his

problems, he chooses an ally rather than someone on whom he
can depend totally.

His ally is always a resource person,

not someone who takes responsibility for him.
a oerson asks himself the question,

"How have

A level five
I_

conti ibutea

(to
to my state of affairs and how can I change myself

effective.
change my situation) to make me more happy and more
action.
Once he asks the question, he puts the answer into

APPENDIX B
LETTER TO PARENTS

.

Dear Parent:
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I am the Director of a Teacher Education
Project at Falmouth
High School and a graduate student at the School of Education,
Univers i ty of Massachusetts, Amherst. I am working on my
Doctoral Dissertation in Education. In partial fulfillment
of my requirements, I am conducting a Research Project at
Falmouth High School.

Your child has volunteered to participate in this project.
All participants will be given a number, no names will be
used.
In this way all volunteers wil remain anonymous and
all data will be confidential.
If at any time your child
wishes to drop out of the Project, he will, of course, be
free to do so. There are no penalities in choosing not to
participate and no benefits for participating other than the
experience of being in a Research Project. I have estimated
that the entire project will require 45 minutes for each
participant
The overall goal of the research is to determine what issues
are confronting high school students. We want to examine how
students respond to their day-to-day challenges and difficulties.
The three areas the research will focus on are home,
school and friends. We are especially interested in measuring
some aspects of a high school student's philosophical approach
The research does not seek right or wrong answers,
to life.
or seek to persuade students to a particular point of view.
The purpose is not to evaluate school, parents or friends of
your child, but to research the world view of high school
students generally.

There are two phases to the research: A questionnaire and
Sample questions are:
a tape recording interview’.
1.

2

.

3.

want tc do well in school but the work is just so
False
hard. True
I

Sometimes I misbehave at home but nobody can be good
False
all the time. True

when things get tough, your friends will always let
you down.

True

False
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In the school phase of the research, each student will be asked
to discuss some important issue in his/her life (i.e. getting
along with family or friends, doing well in school. The discussion will be recorded on tape.

have spoken with the high school Principal and told him
exactly what I wish to do. I have received his permission
to carry out the research project.
I

If you have any questions, please call me during the school
I will be glad to
day at Falmouth High School (540-2200)
,

answer any questions you may have.
Yours truly,

Robert M. Anderson

APPENDIX
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QUESTIONNAIRE
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This questionnaire is used to measure how you feel

about some life situations.

Please read each question

carefully and mark true or false in the space provided
after each question.

If you are not sure, answer the

way you feel most of the time.
This questionnaire has no right or wrong answers.
Its purpose is to find out how you feel about certain

situations.

Do not choose what you think should be the

right way to feel, pick the answer that most nearly

represents how you really

do

feel.

This questionnaire is confidential and your name

will not be connected to the questionnaire.
your time and answer each question.

Relax, take

.

.

.
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Are The Following Statements True or False For You?

1

.

You might think you have friends but when you need them
they will always let you down. True
False
do whatever is needed to get good grades at school.
True
False

2.

I

3.

It's not worth trying in school because it won't make
any difference.
True
False

4.

I

a

know it is wrong to talk behind another kids back but
lot of kids deserve it.
True
Fa lse

5.

When I want more friends,
new friends

6.

If I want better treatment from teachers,
have to work hard to earn t.
True

7.
10.

11.
8.

9.

I've liked every teacher

know it

is up to me if I

I

am going to
False

ever had in school.
False
True

I

Parents don't really care

I

go out and attempt to make
True
False

:

c

bout kids
True

False

want to get better grades.
False
True

It's useless to care about school
True

False

Nobody really cares about what happens to you.
True

False

12

know it is important to treat everybody with respect
False
but some kids are real creeps. True

13.

You would think I couldn't be trusted the way my parents
False
True
are always checking up on me.

14.

would
If so many kids didn't talk behind your back, I
False_
be more honest in what I said. True

I
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have never said something negative about another
kid.
True
Fa lse

15

.

16

.

17

.

T am going to have to put my mind
to it if I hope to
do well in school.
True
False

Complaining about other kids doesn't accomplish anything
useful.
True
False

Anybody who obeys his parents

18 .

is a sucker.

True
19

.

20

.

Sometimes 1 put other kids down but only if they have
asked for it.
True
False
School is

a

hopeless situation.
True

21

.

22

.

23

False

.

School is tough sometimes, but so is life so I give it
my best.
True
False
There is no such thing as

a

real friend.
True

lot better if

didn't get picked on
False
True

School would be
all the time.

25

It's up to me, I'm going to have to do it,
want to be successful in school.
True

a

26 .

My life is whatever

27

I

.

28.

False

Sometimes I misbehave at home but nobody can be good
True
False
all the time.

24 .

.

False

I

I

make it. True

if

I

ever

False
False

know I do a lot of things my parents don’t approve
of but breaking rules is part of being a kid.
False
True

Gossiping behind another kid's back is unfair so
False
True
don't do it.

I
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29

.

How well

30

.

I

31

.

32

.

33

.

34

.

35

.

36

,

I

do in school will depend on how hard I work.
True
Fa lse

always treat my parents with the utmost courtesy.
True
False

37

It's up to me to change my behavior if
more respect at home.
True

When I am at home, how
things go for me.

,

I

I

want to get
False

behave determines how well
True
False

see no point in complaining about the way kids act.
True
False

I

How well I get along with the other kids will depend on
how I treat them.
True
False
It doesn't matter what you do in school, you can't
ever win.
True
False

When school is difficult,

I

dig in and try harder.
False
True

It's useless to care about other people.
True

False

33

The kids who do well in school are usually jerks.
False
True

39

You don't get

a

fair chance at home.
True

False

40

would like to do better in school, but it is just
False
True
so hard.

41

Sometimes the way I behave gets me in trouble but so
many of the school rules are stupid.
False
True

42

I

Teachers don't really care how well kids do in school.
False
True

I

would have more friends if other people would be more

friendly.

True

False

.
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44.

You can never win at home.

45.

I

46.

It's important to get good grades but
time I am too busy to study.
True

True

False

know I should participate in class more but the
teachers attitude doesn't help. True
False

Home is just

47.

a

a

lot of the

False

hopeless situation.
True

False

It would be easier for me to get along if so many kids

48.

didn't think they were better than everyone.
True
False
49.

Sometimes I give my brothers and sisters
but they really ask for it.
True

50.

It doesn't matter what you do people will never really
True
False
be your friend.

51

.

I

52

.

53.

It's no use trying in school, teachers will never let
False
True
you win.

think it is important to be fair but a lot of kids
will just use you if you treat them fair.
I

False

Sometimes things are rough at home but things are rough
everywhere so I just do whatever I have to to get along
False
True
w i t h ever y one

54

.

56 .

57

hard time
False

do whatever is necessary to be successful in school.
False
True

True

55

a

It's not fair no one at home listens to my side of
False_
True
things.
If I want more friends
to be friendly.

I

am going to have to try harder
False
True

would do a lot better at home if people cared about
False
True
how I felt once and a while.
I
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It's really important for me to do well in
school but
teachers make things harder than they have to.

58.

True

False

59.

It doesn't matter what you do at home you will
get
yelled at anyway.
True
False

60.

I would be more willing to be friends if
other people
could be trusted more.
True
False

61.

I

would be more popular if
stupid little games.

I

would play other people's
True

False

62.

One reason I don't do well in school is
to be teacher's pet.
True

63.

I know I do stuff that annoys my parents but they blow
everything out of proportion.
True
False

66.
64.
67.

65.
68.

I

It's not right to put another kid down so
it.
True
I know I should try harder if
so many kids are stuck up.

I

am not willing
False

I

don't do
False

want more friends but
True
False

Sometimes the teacher is easy, sometimes the teacher is
hard, I do whatever I have to in each class to get a
False
good grade.
True
Sometimes the way I behave gets me in trouble but
False
True
of the school rules are dumb.

a

lot

Parents have everything their way, kids never get an
False
True
even break.
69.

know .it's up to me to help out at home but I get really
False
True
busy with other things.

70.

know I mess up at home sometimes but do they have to
False
True
blow their stack every time.

71

It’s my responsibility to try to be friends to my
False_
True
brothers and sisters.

.

I

I

